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DON’T FORGET TO LOOK FOR THE STAR TO SEE THIS MONTHS TOP PICKS!

PO BOX 1265, INDOOROOPILLY QLD 4068
Online and email orders available 24/7
Telephone ordering available Monday – Saturday 9am-6pm

Please note we have reverted back to the old phone number 07 3229 0088,
we have had two diversions going and this is the one that is the most reliable of the two
WE HAVE DECIDED TO OFFER A “RANDOM BOOK” MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION

FOR $23.95 A MONTH YOU WILL GET A MASS PAPER BACK CHOSEN BY US (INCLUDES
POSTAGE) STRAIGHT AWAY YOU WILL SAVE $5
AND IF YOU ORDER ANY OTHER BOOKS ORDERED YOU WILL SAVE ON POSTAGE
(YOU CAN SPECIFY GENRE, OR YOU CAN LEAVE IT UP TO US)

THE WONDERFUL KYLIE SCOTT IS PERSONALISING BOOKS FOR US AT THE END OF THE MONTH!
THE RICH BOY $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
I’m the type of girl who’s given up on fairy tales. So when Beck – the hot new busboy at work – starts flirting with me, I know better
than to get my hopes up. Happily ever afters aren’t for the average. I learned that the hard way. But how can I be expected to resist a
man who can quote Austen, loves making me laugh, and seems to be everything hot and good in this world? Only there’s so much
more to him than that. Billionaire playboy? Check. Troubled soul? Check. The owner of my heart, the man I’ve moved halfway
across the country to be with, who’s laying the world at my feet in order to convince me to never leave? Check. Check. Check. But
nobody does complicated like the one percent. This is not your everyday rags-to-riches, knight-in-shining armor whisking the poor
girl off her feet kind of story. No, this is much messier.
AUSTRALIA $50.00 TRADE P/BACK
This romance anthology with over THIRTY original, never-before-seen stories from bestselling and award-winning authors. Each
piece was written for this anthology to benefit firefighters and wildlife in Australia. AUSTRALIA is only available for a limited time,
so order your copy before it's gone.
AUTHORS INCLUDE: Penny Reid, Meredith Wild, Carly Phillips, Sierra Simone, Emma Scott, Susan Stoker, Kennedy Ryan,
Willow Aster, Skye Warren, Kylie Scott, Aleatha Romig, Willow Winters, AL Jackson, Julia Kent, Rebecca Yarros, Nana Malone,
Giana Darling, Emma Hart, Chelle Bliss, Noelle Adams, A. Zavarelli, Jenika Snow, Dylan Allen, Kayti McGee, Robin Covington,
Mary Catherine Gebhard, Melanie Moreland, Parker S. Huntington, Nana Malone, Jewel E. Ann, Annabel Joseph, Celia Aaron, Michelle Heard,
Brighton Walsh, Tamsen Parker, Pam Godwin, Kayti McGee
All royalties from this project will be donated to relief funds in Australia, with 50% going to a firefighter charity and 50% going to a wildlife
charity. We aren't affiliated or endorsed by these charities. We are simply authors who want to support an important cause.
YOU CAN ORDER IN ANY OF HER BACK CATALOGUE TO BE SIGNED, SHE IS ONE OF OUR MUST READ AUTHORS!

*Prices subject to change without notice. Our catalogue is divided into genres which can be identified by the side tabs on each page. These are the symbols to look for:
susPense
paranOrmal
eroTic
regEncy
Become a Friend of Rosemary’s Romance Books!
conteMporary&Humour
romaNtica
histOrical

A NEVADA COWBOYS HONOR –
BAGWELL/MCDAVID
$19.95
“Her Rugged Rancher” by Stella
Bagwell. Lawyer Bella Sundell is ready
to put her painful past behind her and
open her heart to reclusive rancher Noah
Crawford. But once betrayed by the woman he
trusted most, Noah is doing his best to resist love-even if Bella is the complete package. Can strongminded Bella convince gun-shy Noah to give love
a second chance? “The Rancher's
Homecoming” by Cathy McDavid. Nine years
ago, Annie Hennessy and Sam Wyler were deeply
in love. When he left to seek his fortune, Annie
couldn't forgive him. Now Sam, widowed with a
young daughter, is back and eager to help
Sweetheart, Nevada, rebuild after a devastating
fire. But Annie needs more than bricks and
builders to heal her proud and wounded heart.

A COWBOY FOR ALL SEASONS
– YATES/CREWS/HELM/
ASHENDEN
$23.95
June Gable left each of her four
granddaughters a handwritten
bequest to spend a season at her
farmhouse in Jasper Creek, Oregon, before they
sell it. These cousins were once as close as sisters,
but time and family betrayals have pushed them
apart. In spring, city girl Keira must find her
country roots and reconnect with an old flame. In
the summer, tomboy JJ needs to tap into her
softer side helping a single dad and his daughters.
Dreamer Lila has to help coordinate the town
craft fair in autumn, under the stern eye of the
handsome cowboy she loved as a girl. And as
winter falls, headstrong Bella must learn to ask for
help from the one man she believes she can never
have. The four cousins will have to confront
secrets from the past, deal with old wounds they’d
rather hide, and tangle with their hardheaded
cowboys before they can find love, healing and the
true meaning of family.

HIS UNEXPECTED AMISH
TWINS – RACHEL J GOOD
BOOK #1 $19.95
When Micah Miller's brother and sisterin-law are killed in a buggy accident,
he's devastated. But he fulfills the
promise he made seven years earlier: to
raise twins Jabin and Chloe should tragedy strike.
Still, coping with the children's grief as well as his
own, requires extra support. He's surprised to find
an Amish farm that offers just that. Hope Graber
had to find a way to save the family farm after
her daed's health forced him to stop breeding
horses. Providing animal therapy proved to be the
answer-thanks to the help of expert trainer Logan
Russell. Together, they not only pay the bills, they
make positive changes in children's lives. Hope
loves working with each child, but she takes a
special interest in the Miller twins. She even makes
Micah smile again-and he does the same for her.
In fact, as Micah emerges from his depression, he
longs to make them one happy family. But will
Hope's debt to her Englisch trainer, and their close
partnership, stand in the way?

TANGLED UP IN TEXAS
– DELORES FOSSEN
BOOK #1 $19.95
Between running his family ranch
and dealing with needy relatives,
Shaw Jameson doesn't have time for
more trouble. But when his first love,
former-child-star-turned-businesswoman Sunny
Dalton, returns to Lone Star Ridge, Shaw senses
things are about to get a whole lot more
interesting. Shaw isn't prepared for the memories
that come flooding back now or the reignited
spark between them. Still, this gorgeous cowboy
will do everything he can not to get burned a
second time. Because Sunny never promised this
visit was permanent and Shaw has no intention of
giving up the land he loves. Letting Sunny go again
is certain to leave a Texas-sized mark on his soul-and a permanent wall around his heart. Unless he
can prove their small town holds the promise of
the future they both always imagined.

SUSANNAS DREAM – MARTA PERRY
BOOK #2 $19.95 *REPACK*
Book #1 Lydias Hope. Susanna Bitler's
life is in complete turmoil. Still reeling
from the death of her mother, she is
further disheartened when her business
partner hints that she is going to quit
the gift shop they run together. But the
biggest revelation is yet to come.
Grateful for their own hard-won relationship,
Lydia Beachy and Chloe Wentworth are eager to
reveal themselves to Susanna as her long-lost
sisters. But their news utterly distresses Susanna,
who is heartbroken to learn that the woman she's
been mourning was not actually her mother.
Despite Lydia and Chloe's best efforts to make
amends, Susanna resolves to keep them at arm's
length. It may take a force of nature to sweep away
her fears. Will that storm demolish all that the
three women most value or unite them in bonds
of deep and abiding affection?

DEBBIE MACOMBER
LONGING FOR YESTERDAY
$23.95 *REISSUE* *2 IN 1*
“Reflections of Yesterday” (Orig 1985) Simon Canfield and
Angie Robinson were in love at seventeen, but Simon's parents
paid Angie and her father to leave town. Now, twelve years later,
Angie's got a fiancé and a successful business. She returns home
to Groves Point, South Carolina, to repay the money and reclaim her family
pride and discovers that her feelings for Simon haven't changed. But Simon is
bitter over her betrayal. Can she make him see the truth? “Yesterday's
Hero” (Orig 1986) When marine biologist Leah Talmadge gets the chance of
a lifetime-an expedition to study the rare whales off the Diamantina Islandsshe can't refuse. Even if it means temporarily marrying world-famous
photographer Cain Hawkins. The governor of the islands won't allow two
unmarried people to live together, and they both desperately want to
document the whales. So why not? Yet an invisible link exists between Cain
and Leah and both of them know they'll never be the same!
WINDOW ON THE BAY
$19.95 *REPACK*
Jenna Boltz's life is at a crossroads. After a messy divorce from
her surgeon husband nearly twenty years ago, she raised her two
children on her own, juggling motherhood with her job as an
intensive-care nurse. Now that Paul and Allie have gone to
college and moved out, Jenna can't help but wonder what her
future holds. Her best friend, Maureen, is excited for Jenna's
newfound independence. Now is the perfect time to finally book the trip to
Paris they've been dreaming of since their college days. But when it comes to
life's other great adventure-dating-Jenna still isn't sure she's ready to let love in
until an unexpected encounter begins to change her mind. When Jenna's
elderly mother breaks her hip, Dr. Rowan Lancaster saves the day. Despite his
stoic exterior, Rowan is immediately smitten with Jenna. And even though
Jenna is hesitant about becoming involved with another surgeon, she has to
admit that she's more than a little intrigued.

COLORADO SECRETS – MICHAELS/THAYER
$19.95 *2 in 1*
“Her Secret, His Baby” by Tanya Michaels After his mother
drops a bombshell secret, Garrett Frost needs time away to
come to terms with the news. He's not prepared to run into
Arden Cade, the woman he shared one passionate night with six
months ago--or to learn she's pregnant and he's the father!
Garrett can't help falling for Arden all over again. But he'll have
to find a way to forgive her...and make peace with his past. “A Colorado
Family” by Patricia Thayer Home to recover from an injury, champion bull
rider Austin Brannigan finds his world turned upside down when he learns he
has a baby daughter. Austin feels totally out of his depth as a dad, but luckily
his physical therapist, Erin Carlton, steps into the role of temporary mom,
putting dreams of her own family on hold. Will baby Lilly help Austin and
Erin create new dreams for both of them?
TEXAS FAMILY RESCUE – THACKER/THAYER
$19.95
“Wanted: Texas Daddy” by Cathy Gillen Thacker. No one in
Laramie, Texas, knows about Sage Lockhart's friends-withbenefits arrangement with sexy cowboy Nick Monroe. And now
Sage wants something more from Nick--she wants to have his
baby. Nick's always wanted to take things with Sage to the next
level, and having a child with her is an adventure he can't refuse.
But neither of them realizes just how complicated things can get. “Dylan's
Last Dare” by Patricia Thayer Sidelined by an injury, bull-riding champion
Dylan Gentry isn't used to taking orders. But he meets his match in beautiful,
no-nonsense physical therapist Brenna Farren. And once the handsome
cowboy learns that Brenna is pregnant, his protective instincts kick in. Dylan
thinks he's learned all there is to know about taking risks. But accepting
Brenna and her unborn baby into his life might just be his biggest dare of all!
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THE BILLIONAIRE IN BOOTS
– JULIA LONDON
BOOK #3 $19.95
Book #1 The Charmer in Chaps,
Book #2 Devil in the Saddle. As the
firstborn son, it's been drilled into
Nick that he is the heir apparent to
the Prince family empire. But cattle ranching has
never been his true passion. Nick wants to be a
pilot. However, when his father dies, leaving Nick
to clean up the mess, he knows he must do his
duty before following his heart. Charlotte Bailey
can't believe that Nick is back to run the ranch. As
the office manager, she knows it's her
responsibility to help him. If only he wasn't so
brooding and cranky--and so hot it's a wonder his
chaps don't melt right off him. But when sparks
fly between them, she's adamant about staying
away from a cowboy on his way out the door.
Nick knows the ranch's pretty, smart, and capable
office manager is off-limits, but he needs her. And
working in such close proximity to Charlotte every
day is making Nick crazy. She smells good, she
looks good, she makes him laugh, but most of all
she makes him want to stay.

TUCKER MCBRIDE OF TEXAS
– EMILY MARCH
BOOK #17 $19.95
Start with Angels Rest. Meet Gillian
Thacker. Her business: Bliss Bridal
Salon. Her passion: Weddings. Her
own wedding: It's complicated. Life
isn't turning out like she'd planned. The last
thing she wants is for a real-life hero to ride
to her rescue when an unexpected event puts
her entire future in Redemption at risk. So
what's a broken-hearted bridal expert to do?
Maybe a new set of survival skills is exactly
what she needs. Tucker McBride has been
proud to call himself a U.S. Army Ranger. But
now that his days of service are over, he's
decided to put his expertise to use by
founding a wilderness skills training school.
He sets up shop in Redemption, next to Bliss
Bridal, and so begins life: Part Two. Marriage
has been pretty low on his agenda, but as
soon as he meets Gillian, Tucker can't help
but contemplate the ultimate challenge:
Convincing the reluctant bride to take his
hand and leap into the adventure of a lifetime.

HOME SWEET HOME –
MICHAELS/KAUFFMAN/
STORM $19.95 *3 IN 1*
“Threes A Crowd” by Fern Michaels
This Mother's Day will be the first in
three years that Samantha Stewart has
spent with her parents. And she's
bringing the granddaughter they've never met.
Sam's work as an reporter was exhilarating.
Now she's seeking stability for little Caroline.
“New Beginning In Blue Hollow Falls” by
Donna Kauffman The moment she set foot
in Blue Hollow Falls, Dubliner Katie
MacMillan at home. Back to help with her
sister's pregnancy, she's contemplating her
own future, especially when she confronts
Declan MacGregor, her childhood tormentor
and first crush. “Bring Me Home” by
Melissa Storm For Hazel Long, spending time
with her bedridden father is bittersweet.
There's comfort in the friendship offered by
other visitors and the kindness of a handsome
male nurse. When Hazel's father begins to tell
her the story of her mother, it's an
unexpected chance to bond.
THE CLIFF HOUSE –
RAEANNE THAYNE
$23.95 *REPACK*
After the death of their mother,
sisters Daisy and Beatriz
Davenport found a home with
their aunt Stella in Cape Sanctuary.
They never knew the dreams that Stella
sacrificed to ensure they had everything they'd
need. Now, with Daisy and Bea grown, it's
time for Stella to reveal the secret she's been
keeping from them-a secret that will change
their family forever.
THE MOONGLOW SISTERS –
LORI WILDE
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Once Moonglow Cove was the home
of the Clark sisters-raised by their
grandmother at the Moonglow Inn.
As children they were inseparable.
Then, a wedding-day betrayal tore them apart.
But the sisters have come home. There's
Maddie, Shelley, and Gia. It's her impending
wedding that keeps them together but Gia has
a secret, and when her sisters find out all heck
is going to break loose!

PIPPA – ANNIE SEATON
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
When Pippa Carmichael inherits a house on a deserted tropical
island, it couldn’t have come at a better time for her. Life’s
been tough lately; she’s lost her job, given her boyfriend the
flick, and now it’s time for her to make a new start. With her
two best friends, Pippa heads off to Pentecost Island to
investigate her inheritance and is surprised to find there is
another resident on the island. Reclusive author, Rafe Rendell, is not
impressed when a boatload of women turns up on his island, interrupting
his peaceful existence. He is less impressed when he meets Pippa, the sassy
new owner of Ma Carmichael’s sprawling house. Can these two live in
harmony on the same small island, or is Pippa's dream destined to fail?
HOT ALASKA NIGHTS – LUCY MONROE
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 Wild Heat. Deborah Banes gave up her family for
her dreams and when the role of a lifetime requires a location
shoot in Alaska, she know she can weather the freezing cold
temperatures. It's the heat she feels when she sets eyes on
Rock Jepsom that has her worried. Rock doesn't live by
anyone's rules but his own. He's given everything he has to
make his land and his hometown something he can be proud of, and he'll be
damned if he's going to give it all up to bright lights and big stars. Not even
Deborah Banes' smile can convince him to change his mind. But as the
sparks between them intensify, Rock realizes that the fire they're feeling
could be more than the smoke and mirrors of Hollywood it could be real.

A HIGHLANDER IN A PICK
UP – LAURA TRENTHAM
BOOK #2 $19.95
Book #1 A Highlander Walks into a
Bar. Growing up a loner at Cairndow
Castle in Scotland, it's understood
Iain Connors will assume the mantle
of Cairndow groundskeeper when his father
retires. But his stint in Her Majesty's Armed
Forces has opened up a whole new worldand
now, rather than settle down, he accepts an
invitation to travel to the States to take charge
of the Highland Games. After all, he's led
men into battle, how hard can planning a
party be? Anna Maitland is ready to step up
for her best friend Isabel Blackmoor, who
can't run the Games in their hometown this
year. Surely Anna, a dance instructor, is up for
the challenge? What she doesn't anticipate is a
man in a kilt who turns up claiming he's the
one in charge. What's worse about this Iain?
He's so infuriatingly handsome that she can't
help but fantasize about him whispering
sweet-nothings in her ear in his sexy brogue.
THE OYSTERVILLE SEWING
CIRCLE – SUSAN WIGGS
$23.95 *REPACK*
At the break of dawn, Caroline
Shelby rolls back into Oysterville.
Ten years ago, Caroline launched a
career in fashion. But her success
imploded on a wave of scandal, forcing her to
flee home. And in the back seat of Caroline's
car are two children who were orphaned in a
chilling moment. She's now their legal
guardian. The Oysterville she left behind has
changed. Her siblings have their own
complicated lives and her parents want to
retire. And there's Will Jensen, a Navy SEAL
who's returned after being wounded overseas.
Will and Caroline were forever friends as
children, with the promise of something more
until he fell in love with Sierra, Caroline's best
friend and the most beautiful girl in town.
With her modeling jobs drying up, Sierra, too,
is on the cusp of reinventing herself. Caroline
returns to the sewing shop where she first
found her passion. Thus begins the
Oysterville Sewing Circle-where women can
join forces to support each other through the
troubles they keep hidden.

ROSEMARY LOVES TAMMY ROBINSON A
FANTASTIC NZ AUTHOR. A REAL KEEPER STORY.
PHOTOS OF YOU $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
When Ava Green turns twenty-eight, she discovers this will be
her last birthday. The cancer she thought she'd beaten is back,
only now it's terminal, and she's not going to waste any of the
time she has left. All she truly wants is the one thing: a wedding.
The only problem: She doesn't have a groom. Ava's friends and family rally
around her to help throw the wedding of her dreams - without the husbandto-be. As word spreads on social media, the bridal planning goes viral,
attracting the attention of a prominent women's magazine. And when a
photographer volunteers to help document the whole event, it becomes
heartbreakingly clear that it's never too late to discover the love of your life.
GREAT AND PRECIOUS THINGS – REBECCA
YARROS
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Six years ago, when Camden Daniels came back from war without
his younger brother, no one in the small town of Alba, Colorado,
would forgive him--especially his father. He left, swearing never
to return. But a desperate message from his father brings it all
back. The betrayal. The pain. And the need to go home again. But
home is where the one person he still loves is waiting. Willow. The one
woman he can never have. Because there are secrets buried in Alba that are
best left in the dark. If only he could tell his heart to stay locked away when
she whispers she's always loved him, and always will.
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FROM ALASKA WITH
LOVE – ALLY JAMES
$19.95 aka Sydney Landon
Sara's letters were the only
bright spot during Gabe's
devastating tour in Iraq. With
each new correspondence he fell
harder, wanted to be with her. Now, after
initially rejecting his offer to meet, she's
shown up at the door of his isolated cabin in
Alaska looking for what? Gabe's not sure
what made Sara change her mind, but he
knows he never wants to let her go. Major
Gabe Randall is everything Sara Ryan wants
but nothing she feels she deserves. A modern
-day spinster, Sara hides behind family
obligations and the life she's resigned herself
to living. But even though she may have
stretched the truth about who she is in her
letters to him, she wants Gabe. Will he still
want her when he discovers the real woman
behind the pen? Once they meet, Gabe asks
her for six weeks in Alaska. Six weeks to
spend getting to know each other, and then
she'll have to decide whether they are better
together or apart.

ML BUCHMAN’s DELTA FORCE SERIES CONTINUES
WILD JUSTICE
BOOK #3 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 Target Engaged, Book #2 Heart Strike. Delta Force- The
most elite counterterrorism force on the planet. Duane “The
Rock” Jenkins - Delta Force Operator-explosives make him smile.
Sofia Fortez - Top Intel Analyst for The Activity. Once again
Delta Force receives the call when the impossible must be done. The team is in
turmoil as they face their hardest mission yet-facing human trafficking and
taking down the most abusive regime in South America without taking them
down. Sofia and Duane. In common: the black sheep of their wealthy families,
renegades against the status quo. Differences: tactician vs. explosives expert,
thinker vs. pure action. The only thing that matters: taking down the bad guys
no matter what the cost. Together: their only chance of survival.

MY GIVE A DAMNS BUSTED—CAROLYN BROWN BK #3 *R/I*
YOURS IN SCANDAL—LAUREN LAYNE BK #1 T/P
JACE – SASHA SUMMERS BK #1
ONE PERFECT SUMMER—BRENDA NOVAK T/P
COWBOY FOR HIRE– VICTORIA JAMES BK #2
HOME WITH YOU—LIZA KENDALL BK #2
TWO GOOD DOGS—DEBBIE WILSON *REPACK*

MIDNIGHT TRUST
BOOK #4 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Sergeant Chad Hawkins - Elite Delta operator--a sniper with a
smile. Tanya Zimmer - Israeli Mossad operative--the ultimate
loner. Three years ago, they took down a fleet of narcosubmarines. Today? Chance and the Colombian Drug War throw
them back together. But befriending a sexy cartel leader threatens
to tear them right back apart. From jungle rivers to midnight
parachute jumps to illegal gold mining operations, they barely find any time to
themselves. But in the stolen moments they do carve out, the raging heat of
their attraction threatens to burn them alive. Feelings? The last thing either of
them want to talk about-Ever!
WANT THE OTHERS IN THE SERIES? ASK US TO SPECIAL ORDER THEM
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Coming next month…
THE VIEW FROM ALAMEDA ISLAND—ROBYN CARR *R/P*
COWBOY FIREFIGHTER HEAT – KIM REDFORD BK #6
DEAR ENEMY – KRISTEN CALLIHAN T/P
A MATER OF TRUST – JOHNS/JEFFRIES *REISSUE*
THE HAPPILY EVER AFTER PLAYLIST—AMY JIMINEZ
COWBOY COME HOME—CARLY BLOOM BK #2
MY ONE TRUE COWBOY—SOROYA LANE BK #2
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THE CALHOUNS – NORA
STARTING OVER AT BLUEBERRY
ROBERTS (ORIG 1991)
FINALLY A BRIDE –
CREEK – ANNIE RAINS
$23.95 *REISSUE*
SHERRYL WOODS
BOOK #4 $19.95
“For the Love of Lilah” Adrift in
$19.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 1995)
Start with Christmas on Mistletoe
a storm, Professor Max
Luke Cassidy has finally returned
Lane. Firefighter Luke Marini
Quartermain believes he's died and
home to his small town, with one
moved to Sweetwater Springs with
gone to heaven when he is rescued
motive in mind--to convince his
high hopes, since his new
by the beautiful Lilah Calhoun.
best friend, Katie Jones, to marry
neighbours who don’t know his
But Lilah is no ethereal being--she's a woman
him. Katie is overjoyed by the prospect of
past. And that's how he wants to
of flesh and blood, and undeniably attracted
finally marrying the love of her life-keep it. But it's nearly impossible when the
to the intense and mysterious stranger. But
unfortunately, the groom has anything but
brunette next door decides to be the
how can she truly give her heart to Max when
romance on his mind. Luke wants only a
neighborhood welcome wagon. She's sugar,
the secrets he keeps stand between them?
marriage of convenience and a mother for his
spice, and everything nice - but getting close
“Suzanna's Surrender” Fierce single
five-year-old son. After a disastrous first
to someone again is playing with fire. Brenna
mother Suzanna is determined to protect her
marriage, Luke refuses to believe in love.
McConnell put college on hold to raise her
family's legacy and find the missing Calhoun
Katie's dreams of bridal bliss are turning into
little sister. Now that Eve is grown, Brenna is
emeralds. When her search leads her to Holt
her worst nightmare. She has loved Luke for
ready to leave Blueberry Creek and finish
Bradford, a temperamental ex-cop, she is
as long as she can remember, so she'll just
what she started. Moving on isn't easy,
forced to ask him for help. But Holt
have to convince him that she is more than a
however, when her new neighbor gives Eve a
Bradford is nothing like the boy Suzanna
temporary business partner--she is a marital
dangerous firefighting job. And yet, even as
remembers. Now, if she's not careful,
partner for life! FREE BONUS STORY
Brenna is telling him off for putting her sister
Suzanna might find herself distracted by the
INCLUDED IN THIS VOLUME! His
in harm's way, she can't deny the chemistry
dangerous, alluring man who holds the key to
Love Match by Shirley Hailstock.
between them. Includes the bonus novella
everything she's searching for.
"Sealed With a Kiss" by Melinda Curtis!
ROXANNE ST CLAIRE’S DOGFATHER SERIES CONCLUDES
THE DOG WHO DANCED – SUSAN WILSON
BARK THE HERALDS ANGELS SING
$19.95 *REPACK*
BOOK #7 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Justine Meade lost her mother, her home, even her son. The bright
Start with Sit Stay Beg. With Christmas and a family wedding
spot in her life, who she could always count on, was her gray and
fast approaching, there’s happy chaos in the air at Waterford
black Shetland sheepdog, Mack-that is, until she is summoned
Farm. However, not everyone in the Kilcannon clan is caught
back to her hometown after years away. On her journey, an
up in the magic of the moment. Matriarch, octogenarian, and
agonizing error separates Justine from Mack. As the stretch of
beloved blogger Gramma Finnie hears the clock of her long
highway between them grows longer, her chances of ever finding
life ticking far too fast, while her great-granddaughter, teenager Pru, feels
him seem to diminish. Ed and Alice Parmalee are mourning a loss of their
squeezed out of planning her mother’s nuptials. But when this unlikely duo
own. Seven years after their daughter was taken from them, they're living
is tasked with the project of producing the “Somethings” for the wedding –
separate lives together, unable to address their unspeakable heartbreak.
and only have Christmas Eve to get the job done – Gramma Finnie and
When they find a little sheltie by the side of the road, they take him in-and
Pru have a purpose and a plan. They set off to find the perfect old, new,
begin to bridge the bridge the chasm left between them. Fiercely loyal and
borrowed, and blue treasures, but it doesn’t take long for things to spin out
perceptive, Mack has a way of bringing out the best in his humans. Now
of control faster than Gramma’s Toyota in a snowstorm. Detoured by a
everyone needs him. But to whom does the dog who danced truly belong?
stray border collie, thwarted by nature and an elf parade, and trapped by a
rifle-toting mountain man, it will take more than the power of the
THE TWO DATE RULE – TAWNA FENSKE
Kilcannon clan to save these two from a Christmas catastrophe. It will take
$19.95
the luck of the Irish, a love story from long ago, and a whole lot of help
Willa Frank has one simple rule: never go on a date with anyone
from the angels to make this holiday merry and bright.
more than twice. Now that her business is providing the stability
OLD DOG NEW TRICKS
she's always needed, she can't afford distractions. Her two-date
BOOK #8 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
rule will protect her just fine until she meets smokejumper Grady
Daniel Kilcannon, the veterinarian known as the Dogfather,
Billman. After one date Grady isn't ready to call it quits, despite
has been widowed for four years. He's spent the time running
his own no-attachments policy, and he's found a way around both their
the largest canine rescue and training facility in North Carolina
rules. Throwing gutter balls with pitchers of beer? Not a real date.
and pulling some strings to make sure each of his six grown
Everyone knows bowling doesn't count. Watching a band play at a local
children find a love like the one he lost when his beloved
show? They just happen to have the same great taste in music. Definitely
Annie died. But as the years slip by, Daniel's vow to never love
not a date. Hiking? Nope. How can exercise be considered a date? With
again is starting to make him restless. When a woman who was pivotal to
every "non-date" Grady suggests, his reasoning gets more ridiculous, and
his past arrives in Bitter Bark, he wonders if her appearance is coincidence
Willa must admit she's having fun playing along. But when their time
or the guiding hand of his dearly departed wife, but the truth is neither.
together costs Willa two critical clients, it's clear she needs to focus on the
She's about to change his life again in ways he could never have imagined.
only thing that matters-her future. And really, he should do the same. But
And Daniel isn't sure if his heart will ever recover from the impact.
what is she supposed to do with a future that looks gray without Grady in

THE SUSPECT – FIONA BARTON
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK *REPACK*
When two eighteen-year-old girls go missing in Thailand, their
families are thrust into the spotlight: desperate, bereft, and
frantic with worry. What were the girls up to before they
disappeared? Journalist Kate Waters always does everything
she can to be first to the story, first with the exclusive, first to
discover the truth-and this time is no exception. But she can't help but think
of her own son, whom she hasn't seen in two years, since he left home to
travel. As the case of the missing girls unfolds, they will all find that even
this far away, danger can lie closer to home than you might think.
UNFORGIVEN – JAY CROWNOVER
BOOK#2 $19.95
Book #1 Justified. Hill Gamble is a
model lawman: cool and collected,
with a confident swagger to boot. Too
bad all that Texas charm hasn't gotten
him anywhere in his personal life,
especially since the only girl he ever
loved has always been off-limits. But
then Hill is assigned to investigate her father's
mysterious death, and he's forced back to the
town-and the woman-he left behind. When Hill
left Loveless, he broke Kody Lawton's already
battered heart. And now that he's working on
her father's case, avoiding him is impossible.
She can handle Hill and her unwanted feelingsuntil he puts his life on the line to protect her.
Suddenly, Kody realizes that Hill could be taken
away from her for good.
BEFORE HE VANISHED –
DEBRA WEBB
BOOK #6 $19.95
Start with In Self Defense. Twentyfive years ago, Halle Lane's best
friend vanished from their Tennessee
town. When a childhood photo
brings Liam Hart to Winchester, Halle is certain
the man is the same child who vanished. Now
Liam seeks out Halle to help him investigate the
circumstances of his mysterious past. Can Liam
and Halle uncover the truth before a killer
buries all traces of the boy Halle loved-and the
man he may have become-forever?
RACING THE WHIRLWIND –
JANUARY BAIN
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 Racing the Tide. Alysia needs
Nick and the group sworn to aid those
unable to go to the law for help,
because TETRAD will do what law
enforcement cannot or will not. My name is
Nick Wheeler and I'm with TETRAD, and have
an unusual skillset. But what I didn't expect is to
become involved with a trauma nurse, or for it
to become so deadly, with the stakes rising by
the hour. I'm Alysia Rossini. One look at Nick
Wheeler and I know he's the one to help me
forget the past. But is it fair to expose him to
such danger? And will I live long enough for the
chance to be with him?

CROSS HER HEART – MELINDA LEIGH
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
For twenty-five years, Philadelphia homicide detective Bree
Taggert has tucked away the nightmarish childhood memories of
her parents' murder-suicide. Until her younger sister, Erin, is
killed in a crime that echoes that night: innocent witnesses and a
stormy marriage that ended in gunfire. There's just one chilling
difference. Erin's husband, Justin, has vanished. Bree knows how explosive
the line between love and hate can be, yet the evidence against her brotherin-law isn't adding up. Teaming up with Justin's friend, former sheriff's
investigator and K-9 handler Matt Flynn, Bree vows to uncover the secrets
of her sister's life and death. But as her investigation unfolds, the danger
hits close to home. Once again, Bree's family is caught in a death grip.
DEAD IN A WEEK – ANDREA KANE
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
*SPIN OFF FORENSIC INSTINCTS SERIES*
Lauren Pennington is celebrating her junior year abroad when an
innocent flirtation and drink at Munich's Hofbrauhaus ends with
Lauren being kidnapped. From the beer halls of Germany, to the
tech gardens of California, to the skyscrapers of China, and finally
the farmlands of Croatia, Aidan Deveraux's covert team of military and spy
agency operatives crack high-tech security and complex human mystery
with a dogged determination. Drawing in the Forensic Instincts team, the
Zermatt Group will uncover the Chinese businessmen responsible, find the
traitors who are helping them, and save Lauren from a brutal death.

IN SEARCH OF TRUTH –
SHARON WRAY
BOOK #3 $25.95
Book #1 Every Deep Desire,
Book #2 One Dark Wish.
Anthropologist Allison
Pinckney is stunned when she
inherits the key to a
seventeenth-century pirate cipher that makes
her the target of two brutal arms dealers. Now,
to save those she loves, she must solve the
cipher. With this perilous mission growing ever
more dangerous, she reluctantly seeks help from
ex-Green Beret Zack Tremaine, the one man
she's been avoiding. Because if she gives in to
her long-buried feelings for him, it could cost
them their lives. Zack Tremaine is haunted by
regrets. Years ago, he betrayed his men and lost
the only woman he ever loved. Now that his
men are caught in a fierce rivalry between two
deadly enemies, his only hope is to team up with
Allison. She holds the secret to a pirate treasure,
adn he must take the chance to save his men
and redeem his honor. Even if she breaks his
heart...again.
DEAD SILENCE – WENDY
CORSI STAUB
BOOK #2 $19.95
Book #1 Little Girl Lost. Staring
into his frightened blue eyes,
investigative genealogist Amelia
Crenshaw Haines vows to help
this silent little boy who is unable-or unwilling--to communicate his past. Though
her own roots remain shrouded in mystery, she
relies on tangible DNA evidence to help fellow
foundlings uncover theirs . . . until a remarkable
twist of fate presents a stranger bearing an eerily
familiar childhood souvenir. NYPD Missing
Persons Detective Stockton Barnes has spent
his career searching for other people's lost loved
ones and outrunning a youthful misstep. Now a
chance encounter with a key player from that
fateful night leads him on a desperate quest to
locate the one woman he's ever regretted
leaving--unless a savage killer finds her first. As
Amelia and Barnes uncover intertwining truths-and lies--the real horror emerges not in crimes
already committed, but in evil yet to come.

SEVERED – KATE WATTERSON
BOOK #6 $23.95
Start with Frozen. When the district
attorney's daughter is murdered, her
boyfriend is arrested. It should be an
open-and-shut case, except homicide
detectives Ellie Macintosh and her
partner Jason Santiago sense something
off. Randy Lane maintains his innocence, and
his family is at the center of a federal
investigation which raises more questions than
answers. Blocked by federal agents at every
turn, the people that MacIntosh and Santiago
are able to question have habit of soon turning
up dead. As the body count rises, the pressure is
on to find the real killer before one wrong move
by MacIntosh and Santiago turns fatal.
THE BREAKDOWN – BA PARIS
$19.95 TRADE P/BACK
Cass is having a hard time since the
night she saw the car in the woods. It
was on a rural road, during a
downpour, and a woman was sitting
inside-the one who was killed. Cass is
trying to put the crime out of her mind. What
could she have done, really? It's a dangerous
road and as her husband keeps reminding her,
Cass might have been hurt if she'd pulled over.
But since then, Cass has been forgetting every
thing. Where she left the car, if she took her
pills, even the alarm code. The only thing she
can't forget is that woman. And now Cass is
receiving silent phone calls. Is someone
watching her?
A SEAL ALWAYS WINS –
HOLLY CASTILLO
BOOK #2 $19.95
Book #1 A Seal Never Quits. Elite
Navy SEAL Enrique "Phantom"
Ramirez is trained to expect the
unexpected, but his growing feelings
for brilliant horse trainer Elena Garcia
catch him completely off guard. Phantom needs
Elena's help to maintain his SEAL team's cover-more critical than ever now that they've
identified a conspiracy of mysterious power
brokers in both Mexico and the U.S. But how
can he get her to train the ranch's quarter horses
without revealing who he really is? And without
revealing his need for this woman whose
indomitable spirit has captured his heart.
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DEFENDING ZARA – SUSAN STOKER
BOOK #6 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Start with Defending Allye. Mountain Mercenary Hunter
"Meat" Snow has a mission: eliminate the human traffickers
scouring the barrios of Lima for prey. But it's Meat who's
taken down. Separated from his team and badly beaten, he's
left for dead. When he wakes, it's to the care of a beautiful
stranger who knows all about survival. Zara Layne was a child when a
murder left her orphaned and abandoned in Peru. Shes lived on the streets
ever since. As each other's rescuers, they return to Colorado. But when
Meat disappears, Zara discovers how ruthless the past can be. With the help
of the loyal Mercenaries, she's drawing on her own skills of endurance to
find him. And for Zara, there's no danger great enough to come between
her and the man she loves.

STORM WATCH CONTINUES
CAN BE READ AS STANDALONES
SNOW BRIDES – PEGGY WENN
BOOK #5 $29.95 TRADE P/
BACK
Maggie Carter's life feels as
unpredictable as the epic snowstorm
sweeping the Northwest and bearing
down on Minnesota. Her marriage to
Joe is on the rocks and her daughter
Kate is driving home from college for the
holidays, perhaps the last they will ever spend
together. As Maggie prepares for Christmas, the
unthinkable happens. On the drive home her
daughter vanishes. Even worse, she's the third
college girl to disappear near the frozen Superior
Hiking Trail within the last two years. Is Kate
trapped by brutal nature or is she in the hands of
a monster? Maggie, a Search & Rescue handler,
and Joe are galvanized into action. Can they find
their daughter-and their way back to each otherbefore it's too late?

THE BIG KAHUNA – EVANOVICH/EVANOVICH
BOOK #6 $23.95 *REPACK*
Start with The Heist. FBI Agent Kate O'Hare plays by the rules.
Charming con man Nicholas Fox makes them up as he goes
along. They're working together to tackle the cases ordinary FBI
agents can't touch. Next up: the mysterious disappearance of the
Silicon Valley billionaire known as the Big Kahuna. His model
wife and shady business partner are more interested in gaining
control of his company than in finding him. They need a dead body, not a
living Kahuna. The only lead is the Kahuna's drop-out son, who's living the
dream in Hawaii. To get close to him, Kate and Nick go undercover in the
surfer community. For Kate, there is nothing more horrifying than setting
up house with Nick Fox. If they don't catch a break soon, waves aren't
going to be the only thing she'll be shredding (or bedding).
DEATH WITH A DARK RED ROSE – JULIA BUCKLEY
BOOK #5 $19.95
Start with A Dark and Stormy Murder. Lena is starting to feel like
having it all may actually be possible! She and suspense novelist
Camilla Graham are busily plotting their next novel and she's got
a diamond ring on her finger thanks to her fiancé, Sam West. The
only blot on her Blue Lake life is a strange new corporation that
has come to town called Plastisource. They seem to be intent on gobbling
up prime real estate and changing the landscape. When she and Sam get a
call from their good friend (and Blue Lake detective) Doug saying that his
girlfriend-and Lena's pal Belinda-isn't answering her phone and missed a
date with him, they all head out to her home. The trio is shocked to discover
that Belinda's purse and phone are at her house, along with a single red rose
on her countertop but Belinda herself is missing. Has she been abucted?
Lena is determined to find out and rescue her friend because she knows that
the truth can be stranger and much more deadly than fiction.
HELL ON WHEELS – JULIE ANN WALKER
BOOK #1 $19.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 07/12)
Ex-Marine Nate "Ghost" Weller is an expert at keeping his cool
which makes him a good sniper. It's also how he keeps his
feelings for Ali Morgan in check. Ali has always revved his
engine, but she's his best friend's sister and totally off limits. Ali's
never seen anything sexier than Nate Weller straddling his Harley
or the flash of danger in his eyes when she tells him she's in trouble. First
something happened to her brother, and now she's become the target of a
international organization. With Nate, her life is in the most capable hands
possible but her heart is another story altogether. Includes Katie Ruggle's
“On His Watch”, a never before printed Search and Rescue novella.
CALLING ON QUINN – BLUE SAFFIRE
BOOK #1 $19.95
Quinn Blackheart is a PI, former cop, and take-charge kind of guy
who adores his large Irish family. He likes to check all the boxes,
and his niece's gorgeous driving instructor just earned a place at
the top of his to-do list. Alicia Rhodes has had a chaotic year, and
she's ready to put the past behind her. When Quinn Blackhart
shows up at a driving lesson, she can see he's the best kind of trouble-but is
she game? Now isn't a great time to get involved with a man-even if he's the
most romantic, understanding, magnificent man she's ever met. So between
unfinished business of Alicia's, and a dangerous case threatening the
Blackhart family, Quinn is determined to both woo Alicia and keep her safe.

SNOW BLIND – CINDY
GERARD
BOOK #6 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
It started out as a simple recon mission
- then the worst happened. Recon
evolved into an imminent threat and
Rapid Response Alliance operatives,
Cara Graves and Josh Haskins find
themselves with less than 48 hours to
circumvent a nuclear disaster. Fighting against
the clock and the worst blizzard to hit the
Midwest in almost a century, Cara and Josh risk
everything - including their feelings for each
other - to stop what the terrorists hope will be
Armageddon.
BOOKS #1-#3 STILL AVAILABLE

AL DENTES INFERNO – STEPHANIE COLE
BOOK #1 $19.95
When Nell Valenti is offered a chance to move to Tuscany to
help transform an aging villa into a farm-to-table cooking
school, she eagerly accepts. After all, both her job and her
love life in America have been feeling stale. Plus, she'll get the
chance to work under the acclaimed Italian Chef Claudio
Orlandini. But Nell gets more than she bargained for when
she arrives. With only a day to go until the launch dinner for
the cooking school, the villa is in shambles, and Chef O is blissfully
oblivious of the work that needs to be done before a group of local
dignitaries arrive, along with a filmmaker sent to showcase and advertise the
new school. The situation only worsens when Nell discovers that the
filmmaker is an ex-boyfriend, and he's found murdered later that night.
Even worse, Chef O has disappeared, and accusations of murder could shut
the school down for good. As tensions reach a boiling point at the villa, Nell
must throw her chef's hat into the ring, and investigate the murder herself.
Because if she fails to solve the case, her career, or even her life, could be
next on the chopping block.
DRESSED UP 4 MURDER – JC EATON
BOOK #6 $19.95
Start with Booked 4 Murder. The holiday season has arrived
and bookkeeper/amateur sleuth, Sophie "Phee" Kimball,
would love nothing more than to enjoy the comforts of her
new home with her detective boyfriend near Arizona's Sun
City West. Instead, her mother Harriet wants to showcase her
chiweenie-chihuahua-dachshund Streetman in the Precious
Pooches Holiday Extravaganza costume events. The
festivities begin in October and end on St. Patrick's Day--with the winner
starring in the St. Pat's Day parade. But things quickly turn an awful shade
of green when Streetman uncovers a dead body under a tarp-covered grill in
the neighbor's yard. The victim is Cameron Tully, a seafood distributor
working out of Phoenix, who died from ingesting a toxic sago palm leaf.
Before the police can even find a motive and suspect, another Precious
Pooch owner nearly dies from the same poison. With Harriet believing
someone's targeting her and Streetman because of the costume contests,
Phee will need a potful of Irish luck to sniff out a killer.
TEN DAYS GONE – BEVERLY LONG
BOOK #1 $19.95
In all their years working for the Baywood police
department, detectives A.L. McKittridge and Rena Morgan
have never seen anything like it. Four women dead in forty
days, each killed ten days apart. With nothing connecting
the victims and very little evidence, the clock is already
counting down to when the next body drops. A.L. and
Rena will have to act fast if they're going to find the killer's
next victim before he does. But identifying the killer's next likely target is
only half the battle. With pressure pushing in from all sides, a promising
breakthrough leads the detectives to Tess Lyons, a woman whose past
trauma has left her too damaged to appreciate the danger she's in.
Unwilling to let another woman die, A.L. and Rena will put everything
on the line to keep Tess safe and end the killer's deadly spree once and
for all--before time runs out again.
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BLACK ICE – REGAN BLACK
BOOK #4 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Evelyn Cotton deals poker at the
Silver Aces casino in Deadwood to
fund the family business during the
off-season. News of the storm
barreling closer has the casino
packed. When her high school
sweetheart, Wyatt Jameson, sits
down at her table she has trouble
keeping her hands to herself. For over twelve
years she's dreamed of choking him for running
away to the Army without a goodbye. Wyatt isn't
back in town for a reunion. He's been looking
for purpose since injury ended his Army career.
Now, the FBI has recruited him to infiltrate a
crew planning to steal the diamonds currently on
display at the Silver Aces. When the thieves up
their timeline due to the storm, Evie gets caught
in the crossfire and Wyatt's plans are turned
upside down. He has to win her over, fast.
Without her they might not survive long enough
for him to tell her he's never stopped loving her.

SHADOWS FROM THE PAST /FARON
BOOK #1/BOOK #3 $19.95 *REISSUE*
“Shadows From The Past” by Lindsay McKenna (Orig
12/09) When photojournalist Kamaria Trayhern goes
undercover at the Mason family ranch, she's hoping to find her
real father, not romance. But keeping everyone convinced she
is who she claims to be will be harder than she expects. After
all he's been through, there's no way Wesley Sheridan wants to
tangle with more heartache and lies. So the last thing he needs is to be
drawn to the pretty new caretaker. But with a jealous killer out to rewrite
Mason family history forever, two lonely hearts must learn to trust each
other if they hope to survive. “Faron” by Joan Johnston originally titled
"The Cowboy and the Princess" in 01/07. Faron Whitelaw had some
nerve calling Belinda Prescott a princess. A nearly bankrupt ranch was
hardly a castle, and Faron, an ill-tempered cowboy who'd inherited half her
kingdom, was certainly no prince. Faron became spitting mad when Belinda
informed him about the truth of his parentage: he wasn't one of the
Whitelaws of Texas. He wanted to believe that she was nothing more than a
gold digger, but all she seemed to want was him.
DEADLY IDENTITY/CALLEN
BOOK #2/BOOK #7 $19.95 *REISSUE*
“Deadly Identity” By Lindsay McKenna (Orig 12/10) One
tragic decision dashed Rachel Carson’s plans and made her
scared of her own shadow. Now on the run, she must forever
give up the hope of love or a baby. But with her new identity,
she can help care for a motherless little girl, left in the
protection of Sheriff Cade Garner. As tough as his Wyoming
mountains, Cade takes his responsibilities seriously. He will do whatever is
necessary to protect baby Jenny and give her the life she should have had.
But his sharp instincts tell him something is up with the nanny who swept
into their lives. The alluring blonde has roused his senses and his heart.He
knows he can protect her and the baby, if only she will dare to trust again.
“Callen” by Joan Johnston originally titled “The Headstrong Bride” in
12/94.Callen has no idea why everyone thinks rancher Sam Longstreet is no
good. There isn't a man in all of Texas as sexy, kind and thoughtful as her
husband-to-be. Surely marriage will soften up his rough edges. Sam has
planned the perfect revenge against his enemy: to woo and wed the man's
daughter. And he knows just how to make Callen Whitelaw fall in love with
him. The only problem is, Sam never counted on loving Callen back.

DEADLY SILENCE/FALCON
BOOK#3/BOOK #6 $19.95 *REISSUE*
“Deadly Silence” by Lindsay McKenna (Orig 06/11) Lieutenant
Matt Sinclaire has always loved fighting fires-until the fateful day
when the flames came for his family. Arson took his wife and has
left him alone with an eight-year-old daughter too traumatized to
speak. When U.S. Forest Ranger Casey Cantrell is assigned to
Jackson Hole, Wyoming, the last thing she expects to find is a
wounded firefighter and his damaged daughter. But after a chance
encounter in the woods, she finds herself becoming almost a mother to the
girl. Now, two years after the fire, Matt feels on the verge of finally getting
his little girl back. But can he protect them from the evil that stripped him
of his life once before? “Falcon” by Joan Johnston originally titled “The
Unforgiving Bride” in 04/09. From the moment rancher Falcon Whitelaw
first saw Mara Ainsworth, she was the woman of his dreams-but she
belonged to someone else. Then a tragic accident left her widowed-and she
blamed Falcon. Now Mara has come to him for help. It seems marrying him
is the only way to save her daughter's life. Now that he's got her just where
he wants her, can Falcon convince Mara to forgive him?
THE LAST COWBOY/GARTH
BOOK #4/BOOK #4 $19.95 *REISSUE*
“The Last Cowboy” by Lindsay McKenna (Orig 11/11)City girl.
It was written all over her like a sign warning him to keep off. Sure,
Slade McPherson would train her horse…With his ranch one bad
day away from foreclosure, he can't afford to turn away a paying
customer. But no way is this cowboy getting involved with a
woman like Jordana Lawton—no matter how pretty she looks in a
saddle. Yet everything can change in an instant. A terrifying run-in with an
angry bull tilts Slade's world off its axis, leaving him wounded and unable to
compete in a race that could change his future, for good. With Jordana by
his side, he just might stand a chance. But what happens when this oldschool cowboy finds himself falling for a modern city girl? “Garth” by Joan
Johnston originally titled "The Wrangler and the Rich Girl" in 01/07.
Garth Whitelaw couldn't understand why a rich Texas debutante like Candy
Baylor would want to train horses. But she looked darn sexy in worn jeans
with hay in her hair, so who was he to judge? Candy had no idea why Garth
was suddenly so agreeable, but she wasn't about to look a gift horse in the
mouth. Besides, her instructors in school had never been so ruggedly
handsome as this wrangler...and she wouldn't mind engaging in some
horseplay!

MEG GARDINER HAS A THRILLING SERIES
GUILTY – LAURA ELLIOT
UNUB
$19.95
BOOK #1 $23.95 *REPACK*
It begins with a phone call. It ends with a missing child. On
Caitlin Hendrix has been a Narcotics detective for six months
a warm summer's morning, thirteen-year-old school girl
when the killer at the heart of all her childhood nightmares
Constance Lawson is reported missing. A few days later,
reemerges: the Prophet. An UNSUB the Prophet terrorized the
Constance's uncle, Karl Lawson, suddenly finds himself
Bay Area in the 1990s and nearly destroyed her father, the lead
swept up in a media frenzy created by journalist Amanda
investigator on the case. The Prophet's cryptic messages and
Bowe implying that he is the prime suspect. Six years
mind games drove Detective Mack Hendrix to the brink of madness, and
later ...Karl's life is in ruins. His marriage is over, his family destroyed. But
Mack's failure to solve the series of ritualized murders was the final nail in
the woman who took everything away from him is thriving. With a
the coffin for a once promising career. Twenty years later, two bodies are
successful career, husband and a gorgeous baby boy, Amanda's world is
found bearing the signature of the Prophet. Caitlin Hendrix has never
complete. Until the day she receives a phone call and in a heartbeat, she is
escaped the shadow of her father's failure to protect their city. But now the
plunged into every mother's worst nightmare.
ruthless madman is killing again and has set his sights on her. Determined
ALL IS NOT FORGOTTEN – WENDY WALKER
to decipher his twisted messages and stop the carnage, Caitlin ignores her
$19.95 TRADE P/BACK
father's warnings as she draws closer to the killer with each new gruesome
Everything seems picture-perfect in the town of Fairview,
murder. Is it a copycat, or can this really be the same Prophet who haunted
Connecticut, until one night the unthinkable happens: a young
her childhood? Will Caitlin avoid repeating her father's mistakes, or will
woman, Jenny Kramer, is brutally attacked at a local party. In the
chasing the Prophet drag her into the depths of the abyss?
hours immediately thereafter, Jenny is given a controversial drug
INTO THE BLACK NOWHERE
to medically erase her memory of the violent assault. But in the
BOOK #2 $23.95 *REPACK*
weeks and months that follow, as she heals from her physical wounds, she
In southern Texas, on Saturday nights, women are disappearing.
wrestles with her raging emotional memory. Jenny's father, Tom, becomes
One vanishes from a movie theater. Another, from her car at a
obsessed in his quest for justice though her mother, Charlotte, struggles to
stoplight. A mother is ripped from her home while checking on
pretend this horrific event did not touch her carefully-constructed world.
her baby. Rookie FBI agent Caitlin Hendrix, newly assigned to
Soon the fault lines within their marriage and their close-knit community
the FBI's Behavioral Analysis Unit, fears that a serial killer is
emerge from the shadows, where they have been hidden for years.
roaming the roads outside Austin. Caitlin's unit discovers the
meanwhile, Jenny remains haunted by what she can and cannot remember.
first victim's body in the woods, laid out in a bloodstained white baby-doll
. .and her attacker is still on the loose.
nightgown. A second victim in a white nightie lies deeper in the forest's
darkness. Around the bodies, Polaroid photos are stuck in the earth like
Coming next month...
headstones, picturing other women with their wrists slashed. The women in
HEARTBREAKER – BJ DANIELS BOOK #2
the woods are not the killer's first victims, nor are they likely to be his last.
WIND RIVER UNDERCOVER – LINDSAY MCKENNA BK #9
To track the UNSUB, Caitlin must get inside his mind; he is a confident,
TOUGH TALKING COWBOY – JENNIFER RYAN BOOK #3
meticulous killer, capable of charming his victims, snatching them in plain
THE LAST SECOND – COULTER/ELLISON BK #6 *R/P*
sight. He then plays out a twisted fantasy-turning them into dolls for him to
HIDDEN SALEM – KAY HOOPER BOOK #19 H/C
control and destroy. Caitlin's profile leads the FBI to focus on one man: a
CUT AND RUN—ALLISON BRENNAN BK #16 *REPACK*
charismatic professional who easily gains people's trust. But can they
THE DARKNESS WE HIDE—DEBRA WEBB BK #
apprehend him before it's too late? As Saturday night approaches, Caitlin
A BAD DAY FOR SUNSHINE—DARYNDA JONES BK #1 T/P&H/C
and the FBI enter a desperate game of cat and mouse, racing to capture the AFTER SUNDOWN—LINDA HOWARD/LINDA JONES T/P& H/C
cunning predator before he claims his next victim.
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Check out these Lindsay McKenna and Joan Johnston Reissues

TIGHTROPE – AMANDA QUICK
BOOK #3 $19.95 *REPACK*
Book #1 The Girl Who Knew Too Much,
Book #2 The Other Lady Vanishes.
Former trapeze artist Amalie Vaughn
moved to Burning Cove to reinvent
herself. After spending her entire
inheritance on a mansion with the
intention of turning it into a bed-and-breakfast,
she learns too late that it is said to be cursed.
When the first guest, Dr. Norman Pickwell, is
murdered by his robot invention during a sold-out
demonstration, rumors circulate that the curse is
real. In the chaotic aftermath of the spectacle,
Amalie watches as a stranger from the audience
disappears behind the curtain. When Matthias
Jones reappears, he is slipping a gun into a
concealed holster. Matthias is on the trail of a
groundbreaking prototype cipher machine. He
suspects that Pickwell stole the device and
planned to sell it. But now Pickwell is dead and
the machine has vanished. When Matthias's
investigation leads him to Amalie's front door, the
attraction between them is intense, but she knows
it is also dangerous. Amalie and Matthias must
decide if they can trust each other and the passion
that binds them, because time is running out.
EVERY BIT A ROGUE –
ADRIENNE BASSO
BOOK #1 $19.95
Jon Burwell, Viscount Kendall, knows
what the gossips say about him he's been
a dejected, half-mad recluse ever since he
was jilted at the altar. The simple truth is
that Jon has thrown all the passion he once had
for his fiancée into his latest invention. But his
single-minded existence has lately been shattered
by repeated encounters with Miss Emma
Ellingham, his neighbor's sister-in-law. Painting
and sketching have been Emma's consolation
since her own secret heartbreak. When she
stumbles upon the viscount's workshop, his
machine revives her artistic imagination. The
gentleman himself is even more fascinating-and
deeply seductive. When Jon is accused of a crime,
Emma risks her good name for his sake. But
though the threat of scandal compels them to
wed, only courage can overcome their pasts, and
allow desire to transform into love.

WHAT A LORD WANTS
BOOK #5 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Dominick Mercer, Marquess of Ellsworth, leads a double life. In
public, he’s a respected peer. But in private, he’s Italian painter
Domenico Vincenzo, a man known as well for his scandalous
lifestyle as his visionary paintings. He’s determined to paint a
masterpiece and put his real name on it, thus freeing him from this
dual existence. The problem? His model is the most unusual woman
he’s ever met and the only one fit for his masterpiece. And she’s keeping
secrets of her own. Eve Winslow is determined to live life to its fullest by
bouncing from one madcap escapade to another. So when a misunderstanding
brings her to Vincenzo’s studio, she simply cannot refuse the adventure of
being his model, or his charms. Soon Eve’s adventure turns into scandal, and
the only person who can save her is the same man who causes her downfall.
AFTER THE SPY SEDUCES
BOOK #6 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
As the second son of the Earl of Spalding, Christopher Carlisle
appears content to do nothing more than live out his life in
gambling hells, wild parties, and widows’ beds. But Kit’s scapegrace
existence hides his true calling, as a secret operative who has
dedicated his life to crown and country. When his partner is
murdered, nothing will distract him from his pursuit of justice until
he meets Diana Morgan. When he discovers the general’s lovely daughter
disguised as a boy in a tavern, he’s thrust into a tangled web of lies and deceit
that leaves him wondering if anything is as it seems. Especially Diana. Diana
Morgan will do anything to keep her family safe, including risking her own life.
So when her missing brother is accused of treason and murder, she’s forced to
make a deal with the devil himself in order to save him.

CHASING CASSANDRA –
LISA KLEYPAS
BOOK #6 $19.95
Start with Cold Hearted Rake.
Railway magnate Tom Severin is
wealthy and powerful enough to
satisfy any desire as soon as it arises.
Anything--or anyone--is his for the
asking. It should be simple to find the perfect wife
--and from his first glimpse of Lady Cassandra
Ravenel, he's determined to have her. But the
beautiful and quick-witted Cassandra is equally
determined to marry for love--the one thing he
can't give. Severin is the most compelling and
attractive man Cassandra has ever met, even if his
heart is frozen. But she has no interest in living in
the fast-paced world of a ruthless man who always
plays to win. When a newfound enemy nearly
destroys Cassandra's reputation, Severin seizes the
opportunity he's been waiting for. As always, he
gets what he wants--or does he? There's one
lesson Tom Severin has yet to learn from his new
bride: Never underestimate a Ravenel. The chase
for Cassandra's hand may be over. But the chase
for her heart has only just begun.

ENGAGED TO THE EARL –
LISA BERNE
BOOK #4 $19.95
Start with You May Kiss the Bride.
Christopher Beck came striding into
a glamorous London drawing-room
and can't believe his eyes. The last
time he'd seen Gwendolyn Penhallow, she was a
dreamy, strong-willed girl with a wild imagination,
and now she's a beautiful and beguiling young
lady . . . who's engaged to Society's darling the
Earl of Westenbury. Christopher had fled
England to seek adventure elsewhere. Has he
found it here too -- the most delightful adventure
of his life? Gwendolyn is sure she's betrothed to
the most wonderful man in the world. But then,
shockingly, Christopher Beck shows up. Nobody
has heard from him in years -- and not only he is
very much alive, he's also sinfully attractive,
blithely unconventional, and disturbingly fun to
be with. Which wouldn't be a problem, except for
the fact that she's, well, promised to another. And
just what on earth is she going to do about it?

THE BACHELOR – SABRINA
JEFFRIES
WANT THE OTHERS IN THE SERIES?
BOOK #2 $19.95
ASK US TO SPECIAL ORDER THEM
Book #1 Project Duchess. Lady
Gwyn Drake has long protected her
MEET A ROGUE AT
family's reputation by hiding an
MIDNIGHT – GINA CONKLE
imprudent affair from her youth. But
BOOK #4 $25.95 TRADE P/
when her former suitor appears at
BACK
Armitage Hall, manhandling the heiress and
Start with Meet the Earl at Midnight. threatening to go public with her secrets, it's
Jonas Bacon Braithwaite wants to
Gwyn who needs protecting. Her twin brother,
make peace with his grandfather
Thorn, hires Joshua Wolfe, the estate's
before departing England. Once
gamekeeper, to keep her safe in London during
Nottinghamshire's favorite troublemaker, he's
her debut. As a war hero, Joshua feels obligated to
since become an upstanding man of honor. But,
fulfill the assignment he has accepted. But as a
the lushly curved thief hiding in his bedchamber
man, it's torment to be so very close to the beauty
makes him think twice about one last conquest.
he's fought to ignore. With handsome Joshua
Livvy Halsey bristles at life's rules. Always has.
monitoring her every move, Gwyn would prefer
Sneaking into the Braithwaite house to reclaim a
to forget both the past and the parade of moneytreasured family heirloom is one way she upends
seeking bachelors at her coming out. But Joshua is
the conventional life that awaits her. Duty
unmoved by her attempts at flirtation, and the
demands she marry. But what harm is there in
threat of blackmail still hangs over her. With
having a little fun with her childhood friend
danger closing in, Gwyn must decide which is the
before the Twelfth Night ends?
greater risk: deflecting a scoundrel's attempts to
sabotage her--or revealing her whole heart to the
rugged bodyguard she can't resist.
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ANNA HARRINGTON HAS FOUR TREATS FOR US
AN INCONVENIENT DUKE
BOOK #1 $19.95
Marcus Braddock, former general and newly appointed Duke
of Hampton, is back from war. Now, not only is he surrounded
by the utterly unbearable ton, he's mourning the death of his
beloved sister, Elise. Marcus believes his sister's death wasn't an
accident, and he's determined to learn the truth--starting with
Danielle Williams, his sister's beautiful best friend. Danielle is keeping deadly
secrets of her own. She has dedicated her life to a charity that helps abused
women--the same charity Elise was working for the night she died. When
Danielle's work puts her life in danger, Marcus comes to her rescue. But
Danielle may not be the one in need of rescuing.
HOW THE EARL ENTICES
BOOK #4 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Start with If the Duke Demands. Ross Carlisle, Earl of
Spalding, has dedicated his life to serving his country. When he
discovers secrets that could endanger England, he's forced into
an impossible situation--commit treason and race to London to
clear his name before the crown turns against him. He's
prepared to abandon everything he possesses in order to
protect England, including his life...until he crosses paths with a woman
who's keeping her own secrets. Ten years ago, Grace Alden fled the only life
she'd ever known in order to protect her son, only to come face-to-face with
that past when Ross collapses on her doorstep. They strike a deal--she'll help
him travel to London if he helps her reclaim her son's inheritance. But as old
deceptions turn into new desires, will they be willing to sacrifice everything
they hold dear in order to protect the people they love?

HOW THE LADY WAS WON – SHANA GALEN
BOOK #7 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Start with Third Sons A Charm. Lady Daphne, daughter of the
Duke of Warcliffe, is one of the Three Suns. Society revolves
around her. But there's one person who doesn't seem to know she's
alive-her own husband. Lady Daphne was thrilled to marry Colin
FitzRoy, the son of her mother's dear friend, seven years before.
But then he left for the army and their marriage never really had a
chance. Now she's in trouble, and Colin has reentered her life. She's
determined to refuse his help, especially after the way he's treated her, but
Colin can be persuasive especially when he has her alone. Colin FitzRoy was
known as The Pretender during the war. He's an expert in the art of disguise,
but even without the mask, he hides who he really is. Colin pretends he
doesn't have feelings, but when he's thrust together with his estranged wife,
his buried emotions resurface. Before long Colin is juggling an elderly pug, a
wife-hunting Scotsman, and a street urchin in an effort to keep Daphne safe.
But his greatest challenge is not only to seduce her but to win her heart.

THE HIGHLANDERS PROMISE – HEATHER GROTHAUS
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 The Lairds Vow. Brave Lachlan Blair stands ready to
become his clan's chieftain-until a revelation shows he is not a
Blair son, but the bastard offspring of a notorious criminal.
Faced with banishment to the Highland wilderness, Lachlan
agrees to wed the daughter of an enemy clan. But he soon finds
himself facing a new battle: an unwelcome attraction to his
wife. Since she was lass, Finley Carson has heard tales of
Lachlan Blair. But nothing prepares her for marriage to the highlander.
Fortunately, Lachlan shares her desire to leave the union unconsummated in
hopes of escaping their dutiful marriage. Yet as they partner to pursue the
truth of Lachlan's birthright, their deepening bond turns to passion. And
once Lachlan's past catches up with them, their love is put to the test.

A DUKE IS NEVER ENOUGH – DARCY BURKE
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 Never Have I Ever With a Duke. Notorious rake Marcus
Raleigh, Marquess of Ripley, is gracing the gossip pages for a new
reason: the rumors he may have murdered his cousin. His quest for
answers regarding his cousin's death leads him to an incomparable
self-declared spinster, and he is beguiled beyond reason. Neither is
what the other wants, and yet their intense mutual infatuation is inescapable.
After abandoning her philandering betrothed at the altar, Phoebe Lennox
fled from London only to return an heiress who refuses to follow the ton's
rules. She won't risk a relationship of any kind-until she meets the Marquess
of Ripley. Swept into his seductive embrace, her resolve falters in the face of
a pleasure she never anticipated. But when the truth about Marcus and the
murder come to light, Phoebe could lose everything she holds dear.

HIS SECRET MISTRESS –
CATHY MAXWELL
BOOK #1 $19.95
Brandon Balfour made the mistake of
trusting his heart to actress Kate
Addison, with whom he shared one
intimate night before fate intervened.
Now a decade later, Brandon is a
leading member of the Logical Men's societyno woman since Kate has captivated him. To
Kate, the memory of that night still burns
strongly, because it was followed by a stunning
betrayal. A chance encounter may have
brought Brandon back into her life, but that
doesn't mean Kate will forgive him. She's
vowed to make him pay-even as she realizes
the promises of the young love they once
shared are still etched upon her heart. Loving
her exiled him. Trusting him ruined her. And
now, a clash of passions threatens everything
they ever desired.
WILD WILD RAKE – JANNA
MACGREGOR
BOOK #6 $19.95
Start with The Bad Luck Bride.
Lady Avalon Warwyk never did
love her husband. Arrogant,
selfish, and cruel, it's a blessing
when she's widowed and left to raise her son
all by herself. Finally, Avalon can live freely
and do the work she loves: helping fallen
women become businesswomen. She's lived
these past ten years with no desire to remarrythat is, until Mr. Devan Farris comes to town.
Devan Farris-charming vicar, reputed rake,
and the brother of Avalon's son's guardian-is
reluctantly sent to town to keep tabs on
Avalon and her son. Devan wishes he didn't
have to meddle in her affairs; he's not one to
trod on a woman's independent nature. But
she'll have nothing to do with a vicar with a
wild reputation-even though he's never given
his heart and body to another. If only he could
find a way to show Avalon who he really is on
the inside-a good, true soul looking for its
other half. But how can prove that he wants to
love and care for her?

THE LAWMAN CLAIMS HIS BRIDE –
RYAN/PALMER
$19.95
“The Lawman Claims His Bride”
by Renee Ryan For years, US Marshal
Logan Mitchell has dreamed of
returning to his sweetheart in Denver.
He never imagined he'd find Megan
Goodwin in prison. Megan has no
memory of what happened the night the
outlaw was murdered. “The Gunman's
Bride” by Catherine Palmer Bart Kingsley had
followed Laura Rose to New Mexico, ready to
lay his love on the line. But the spirited Rosie
hadn't left her controlling father to let some
gunslinging outlaw ruin her hopes no matter
what scandalous past they shared six years ago!
Bart would do anything to win back her trust,
but he's a wanted man.
SECOND CHANCE FAMILY/
MARRYING THE PREACHERS
DAUGHTER – GRIGGS/ST JOHN
$19.95
“Second Chance Family” by
Winnie Griggs Sheriff Mitch
Hammond has vowed never to
love again. The most he can offer
Cora Beth Collins is a marriage in
name only. And with no other way to
adopt two orphans, she accepts. But
despite his intentions, Mitch is starting to want
more from Cora Beth. “Marrying the
Preacher's Daughter” by Cheryl St.John
Bounty hunter Gabe Taggart is ready to settle
down. Until his intervention in a train robbery
leaves him injured and under Elisabeth Hart's
care. Despite his plans for a quiet life,
antagonizing his feisty caretaker is the most
fun Gabe's ever had. Elisabeth provokes him,
too. But will his dark history bar him from
marriage to the preacher's daughter?

WYOMING LAWMAN/WINNING THE
WIDOWS HEART – BYLIN/
SHACKELFORD
$19.95
“Wyoming Lawman” by Victoria
Bylin Deputy sheriff Matt Wiley will
never marry again. His little girl might
want a mother, but no woman should
have to deal with his secret. Yet when
single mother Pearl Oliver comes to town,
watching from the sidelines isn't an option,
especially when Pearl lands herself in danger.
“Winning the Widow's Heart” by Sherri
Shackelford When Texas Ranger Jack Elder
stormed a Kansas homestead, he expected to
find a band of outlaws. Instead, the only
occupant is Elizabeth Cole-and she's just gone
into labor. Jack helps deliver the widow's baby
and then leaves to pursue the murderer, who
killed one of his own. But Elizabeth may hold
the key to his past and his hoped-for future.
PRAIRIE COURTSHIP/ROCKY
MOUNTAIN MATCH – CLARK/
NISSEN
$19.95
“Prairie Courtship” by Dorothy
Clark Emma Allen's spinsterhood
bothers her less than the lack of
opportunity to use her medical training. A
wagon train headed to the Oregon Trail offers
a new hope. But first she must deal with the
hazards of the journey-including infuriating
wagon master Zachary Thatcher! “Rocky
Mountain Match” by Pamela Nissen When
blindness strikes carpenter Joseph Drake, the
prospect of a lifetime of darkness fills him
with despair. But strong-willed teacher Katie
Ellickson knows what it's like to be an outcast,
and she won't give up on him. Joseph thinks
blindness is his biggest obstacle, until he tries
to reach Beth’s heart.

Coming next month…
IN BED WITH THE EARL – CHRISTI CALDWELL BK#1 T/P
THE HIGHLAND ROGUE—AMY JARECKI BK #7
HIGHLAND SWORD—MAY MCGOLDRICK BK #3
THE MOST ELLIGIBLE LORD IN LONDON—Ella Quinn BK #1
LORD HOLT TAKES A BRIDE—VIVIENNE LORRET BK #1
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FOR THE SAKE OF THE SCOTTISH RAKE – ANNA BRADLEY
BOOK #3 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 The Wayward Bride, Book #2 To Wed a Wild Scot.
After a sheltered upbringing, Lady Lucinda Sutcliffe is finally
embarking on her first season, eager to experience everything
she's missed. When Lucy realizes that her uncle plans to quickly
marry her off in exchange for a slice of her fortune, she begs a
favor of a new acquaintance, Ciaran Ramsey. If Lucy remains
single until she turns twenty-one, she--and her money--will be
out of her uncle's power. All the charming Scot needs to do is woo her for
six weeks, and then jilt her. The Ramseys don't need the scandal of a false
engagement attached to their name. But Lucy's older suitor is both
distasteful and dangerous, and Ciaran can't allow his lovely friend to be
forced to marry such a man. And besides, the more time Ciaran spends with
his new "betrothed," the more their ruse begins to feel very much like the
real thing. Passion like this is impossible to feign, but how much is a rogue
willing to risk for love?

BIANCA D’ARC HAS CONTINUED THE GIFT OF THE
ANCIENTS SERIES!
WARRIORS HEART
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK *REPUBLISH*
Hal's best-friend status with Casey's brother always meant that
the one woman he wants is strictly off limits. But now that
he's back from a harrowing mission in the ancient Iraqi city of
Babylon, all bets are off. The strangely mystical experience left
him and his Special Forces team with a new appreciation for life-and strange
new abilities they are only beginning to understand. Casey never thought
she'd have a shot with the strong, silent Green Beret. Something about him
has changed, though, and old feelings have risen up, demanding an answer.
And her answer is an unequivocal yes. Now, to break the news to her
brother and hope it doesn't come to blows. Her brother's reaction becomes
the least of her worries when Hal singlehandedly stops a car from running
her down, then falls into her arms, weak from some kind of strange reaction.
Whatever went down in Iraq has changed Hal and made him a target of
foreign agents who've found his one vulnerability...Casey.
FUTURE PAST
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Rose has had the gift of prophecy most of her life and has
found ways to cope with the flashes of foresight that plague
her. Jeff has only had the ability for a few months and he needs
Rose's help to harness it. He sees her in his future, and puts his
plan into action, knowing that an enemy is coming for them
both. She doesn't need her prophetic gifts to know that Jeff spells trouble.
Of course, he's just the sort of trouble she's been craving in her life. When
he shows up at her workplace, she agrees to meet him for coffee, but when
bad guys start shooting up the local mall to get to them, she follows her
instincts and takes the escape he offers straight into his waiting arms. Rose
discovers all sorts of things she had never dreamed of before. Whisked
away, under fire, to a secret military base, she's offered a job where she's
supposed to help Jeff learn more about his newly acquired gift. But, when
the enemy attacks the island base, she wonders if she's there to help Jeff, or
is it really the other way around?
Coming next month…
PANDA AND THE KITTY – EVE LANGLAIS BOOK #8 T/P
□ WASTELAND TREASURE – EVE LANGLAIS BK #2 T/P
DRAWING THE DEVIL—JON KEYS
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Dustin Lewis is a barely contained twenty-one-year-old bull rider
who was disowned by his parents when his father discovered
Dustin with another teenage boy. He has spent the time since
traveling the rodeo circuit and, after years of honing his skills,
he's in contention to qualify for the National Finals Rodeo in Las
Vegas. Shane Rees is a twenty-six-year-old rodeo bullfighterrodeo clown. While Shane's family still love their son, they are not pleased
with the sexuality they believe he chose. He knows the potential
consequences of being gay among the rodeo crowd. As a result, Shane keeps
his sexuality a guarded secret. When combined with the scars he's earned
over the years of bullfighting, Shane has little sense of self-worth. The two
meet when Dustin's draw for the night is Diablo, the same vicious bull that
gave Shane his most notable scar. Dustin's ride ends with him trapped in the
rigging as the bull tries to pound him into the arena dust. With a good bit of
bravado and nerves that have earned him a reputation among the bull riders,
Shane frees Dustin before he is seriously injured. This chance meeting leads
them through heartwarming highs and near-crushing lows as they struggle
toward their goal of winning the National Finals and maintaining their
personal relationship

HANDLING THE RANCHER – SARA OHLIN
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Already reeling at having inherited the family farm on his father's
death, photojournalist Cruz Brockman returns home to the Oregon
town of Graciella to receive another blow--accountant Miranda
Jenks is there to audit the books because the IRS suspect his late
father of tax fraud. To their astonishment, sparks fly between the
passionate Cruz and the career-focused Miranda upon first meeting and
the heat rises with every encounter. Threatened with losing everything his
family has worked for, Cruz has no choice but to be completely open with
Miranda, something that doesn't come easily to him, just as focusing on
her own needs is foreign to her. She's put her own desires last all her life,
but the longer she spends with Cruz, the more she wants to dive into a
passionate affair with him. An intense, toe-curling physical connection is
one thing, but exposing their hearts is another. As Miranda finishes her
audit and the clock counts down to her leaving, can the reluctant rancher
and the shy accountant conquer their fears and fight for their love?
EVE LANGLAIS IS STARTING TWO NEW SERIES!
TOXIC DUST
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
The world outside the domes is a scary place, but nothing
compared to the marauder who captures her. With one dark
look, Axel promises violence, yet his touch is gentle. He shows
her a different way of living. A new set of truths. How the
ancients used to do things. Makes her want a forbidden thing
called love. But can she leave her past and beliefs behind? The
woman is trouble with a capital T. Yet the moment Axel sees her, rational
thought disappears, and when she ends up in grave danger, he can't stop
himself from going to her rescue. Will he be in time to save her?
HALFWAY THERE
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
I never expected I'd be one of those people who had a midlife
crisis. Sure, I'm over forty, and married, but my kids are grown
and moved out. Life is steady, if predictably boring. That all
changes when my husband asks for a divorce and my whole
world crashes. Everything I thought I knew, everything I am,
gone in an instant. But I am not about to give up. After all, at
my age, technically, I'm only halfway there. I am ready to tackle my do-over;
my chance to become the me I've always dreamed of. Starting with moving
into my late grandma's cottage and adopting a new kitten. However, my new
life is a little odder than expected. Old books suddenly appearing in my
house. Neighbors going missing. A supposed lake monster, and a strange
man who likes to skulk around with an axe. I'm going to need to lean on my
friends, new and old, to help me navigate my midlife crisis. Together maybe
we will find a way to beat the family curse ruining my second chance at life.

SAVAGE RETRIBUTION— LEXXIE COUPER BK #1 T/P
FORGING BLADE—KHLOE WREN BK #11 T/P
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CAVAS—LAURANN DOHNER
BOOK #5 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK
Start with Cathian. Career military man Cavas Vellar has
joined his older brother, Cathian, aboard The Vorge for one
purpose-to rescue their youngest littermate. Their father has
resorted to having him kidnapped to hide one of his most
vile secrets. They need to go down onto a planet full of
criminals, find Crath, and rescue him. This mission is the most
important one Cavas has ever led. Jill was betrayed when Earth sold her
into alien slavery. She owes her life to Cavas and the Vorge crew for taking
her out of a cell and to their ship. When she learns why they were on that
planet to begin with...she feels it's her duty to help them find their missing
brother. Even if it means losing her recently gained freedom. One
determined alien on a mission. One woman who notices how sexy he is.
This is their story.

BECOMING US – BECCA SEYMOUR
BOOK #3 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 Let Me Show You, Book #2 I’ve Got You. In two
years, it's clear love can last, just as it can grow. Davis's business
remains successful, Scott's clinic is going strong, and Libby is
happy and content. But that doesn't mean real life is always
perfect, nor does it mean fatherhood isn't as exhausting as it is
wonderful. Needing a break from their daily routines, Davis and
Scott head away for a weekend of uninhibited fun. With lots of laughter and
dancing, Davis has never seen Scott so relaxed and comfortable in public.
And he's not quite sure how to handle that. Worried that life in Kirkby is
holding Scott back, Davis nearly makes the biggest mistake of his life. But
Scott has other ideas. He doesn't need saving. What he needs is his man to
step up and fight for their family and their future. And he has just the plan to
do it.

CAPTAIN AND THE SQUIRE – HARKSTEAD/KURZON
BOOK #5 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Start with Captain and the Cavalry Trooper. Tarquin Bough is a
squire with an ambitious fiancée who controls his every move.
He's also the owner of the finest collection of saucy artefacts in
the world. From Christine Keeler's eyelash to the Virgin Queen's
dildo, they're all safe in Tarquin's care. Christopher Hardacre is a
city-slicker. He's given up the ratrace for a country life as captain
of the village rowing team. The only trouble is, he's lost his
money to a scam and Bough Bottoms is his last hope of a home. But Chris
hasn't reckoned on his late uncle's will. The house comes with a sitting
porcine tenant and if Chris can't look after his newly-acquired pet pig, he'll
lose his inheritance and his last chance at happiness. When Tarquin sees
Chris it's lust at first sight, but dare he be honest about his feelings in a
village where being gay is bound to be a hot topic? As soon as Chris and
Tarquin get together, it's the hottest summer this little corner of England
has ever known. With a scheming local hotshot out to turn the beloved pig
into sausages, can the captain and the squire save everybody's bacon?

Coming next month…
NEGOTIATING LOVE—MORTICIA KNIGHT BK #5 T/P

SEARCHING FOR SHELTER—MORTICIA KNIGHT BK #6 T/P

HERE ARE 6 GREAT TITLES I COULD JUST NOT PUT DOWN.
IRON MASTER – JENNIFER ASHLEY
BOOK #12 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Start with Pride Mates. Stuart Reid is an Iron Master--a Dark
Fae with a rare ability to make iron do his bidding. Exiled by
the High Fae who fear him, he now lives in a simple house in
Shiftertown outside Las Vegas, watching over Peigi, a bear
Shifter woman, and the cubs she cares for. Peigi, rescued from
an evil Shifter and welcomed into the Vegas Shiftertown, knows
Reid and the cubs have helped her survive and heal. She also knows Reid is
alone and lonely, a strong man coping with his exile. The bond she feels
pulling her to him scares the crud out of her--she's been down this road
before. When Reid's people send him a desperate call for help, Peigi senses
danger to him--too much of it. She finds she'll do anything, even sacrifice
herself and her happiness, to keep him safe.
SMOKE BITTEN – PATRICIA BRIGGS
BOOK #12 $47.95 H/COVER $32.99 TRADE P/BACK
Start with Moon Called. I am Mercedes Athena Thompson
Hauptman. My only "superpowers" are that I turn into a thirtyfive pound coyote and fix Volkswagens. But I have friends in
odd places and a pack of werewolves at my back. It looks like
I'm going to need them. Centuries ago, the fae dwelt in
Underhill--until she locked her doors against them. They left behind their
great castles and troves of magical artifacts. They abandoned their prisoners
and their pets. Without the fae to mind them, those creatures who remained
behind roamed freely through Underhill wreaking havoc. Only the deadliest
survived. Now one of those prisoners has escaped. It can look like anyone,
any creature it chooses. But if it bites you, it controls you. It lives for chaos
and destruction. It can make you do anything--even kill the person you love
the most. Now it is here, in the Tri-Cities. In my territory. It won't, can't,
remain. Not if I have anything to say about it.

YOU HAD ME AT WOLF – TERRY SPEAR
BOOK #1 $19.95
The hot, powerful Wolff brothers have moved to the outskirts of
Silver Town and opened a ski lodge. They've always wanted to live
in a wolf-controlled area, and now they have their chance. They're
settling in for a quiet winter, when their lives suddenly become
way more exciting than they'd ever planned. Private Investigator
and gray wolf shifter Josie Grayson is hot on the trail of a
dangerous criminal hiding out at the ski lodge when her partner takes ill and
must leave her to pursue the mission alone. Blake Wolff steps in--he can't
resist the allure of this brilliant and focused she-wolf whose presence awakens
a long dormant yearning in his heart. As pursuit of their quarry heats up,
Blake has a mission of his own...to convince Josie that there's more to life
than work...and that she's his perfect mate.
THE QUEENS BARGAIN – ANNE BISHOP
BOOK #10 $47.95 H/COVER
Start with Daughter of the Blood. After a youthful mistake, Lord
Dillon's reputation is in tatters, leaving him vulnerable to aristo
girls looking for a bit of fun. To restore his reputation and honor,
he needs a handfast--a one-year contract of marriage. He sets his
sights on Jillian, a young Eyrien witch from Ebon Rih, who he
believes has only a flimsy connection to the noble society that
spurned him. Unfortunately for Dillon, he is unaware of Jillian's true
connections until he finds himself facing Lucivar Yaslana, the volatile
Warlord Prince of Ebon Rih. Meanwhile, Surreal SaDiablo's marriage is
crumbling. Daemon Sadi, the Warlord Prince of Dhemlan, recognizes there is
something wrong between him and Surreal, but he doesn't realize that his
attempt to suppress his own nature in order to spare his wife is causing his
mind to splinter. To save Daemon, and the Realm of Kaeleer if he breaks,
help must be sought from someone who no longer exists in any of the
Realms--the only Queen powerful enough to control Daemon Sadi. The
Queen known as Witch. As Jillian rides the winds of first love with Dillon,
Daemon and Surreal struggle to survive the wounds of a marriage turned
stormy--and Lucivar has to find a way to keep everyone in his family
safe...even from each other.

HOW TO LOVE YOUR ELF – KERRELYN SPARKS
BOOK #4 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Start with How to Tame a Beast in Seven Days. Sorcha knew
the mission was dangerous. Leaving the safe grounds of her
brother's kingdom and parlaying with the elves across their
LETHAL GAME – CHRISTINE FEEHAN
border... well, treachery seemed at least as likely as true peace.
BOOK #16 $47.95 H/COVER $32.99 TRADE P/BACK
But to support her sister, Sorcha would brave far more than the
Start with Shadow Game. When Malichai Fortunes attacks a
underhanded ways of the elves. Or so she thought, before she
problem, he does it full force--a habit that earns the
was taken hostage. Of course, her captors didn't count on her particular
GhostWalker a painful injury and a forced vacation in San Diego,
abilities--or on the help of the Woodsman, the mysterious thief who made his
California. With nothing but physical therapy on the horizon,
home in the forest. He saw the battle from the trees, saw the soldier attacking
Malichai is starting to get restless--until a striking blue-eyed
against incredible odds to save a comrade--and then saw the valiant fighter
blonde makes all his senses come alive. Amaryllis is kind and
revealed as Princess Sorcha of Norveshka. He can't tell if he wants to kidnap warm and sees beyond Malichai's rough exterior, but he can tell there's
her or kiss her. But despite Sorcha's stubbornness, his inconvenient honor,
something she's hiding. Her innate healing abilities indicate she might be a
and a rebellion on the cusp of full war, something burns between them that
GhostWalker--albeit an untrained one.
neither can let go.
DEBORAH COOKE HAS STARTED A NEW DRAGON SERIES
MAEVES BOOK OF BEASTS
DRAGONS KISS
BOOK #0.5 $24.95 TRADE P/BACK
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
A mysterious book given to Sylvia by a handsome stranger plunges
Dragon shifter Kristofer follows the firestorm to his destined
her into a secret paranormal realm. It also makes her a target to
mate, only to find a Valkyrie intent upon trading his life for
the Dark Fae who will kill her to reclaim the book. The stranger,
that of her sister, a prisoner of the Fae. Can he convince Bree
Sebastian, becomes her reluctant defender-but Sylvia fears that a
to ally with him against the Fae to save her sister - and keep
vampire who ignores all the rules has a plan of his own.
the promise of the firestorm, too?
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FIRE AND FOG—ANDREW GREY
BOOK #6 $24.95 *REPACK*
Start with Fire and Water. Carlisle police officer Dwayne
knows what Robin is doing the moment he lays eyes on the
young man at Bronco's club. But he doesn't know that, like
him, Robin also comes from a family who cast him out for
being gay, or that he's still lugging around the pain of that
rejection. Robin leaves the club, and soon after Dwayne
decides to as well--and is close by when things between Robin and his
client turn violent. When Dwayne finds out Robin is the victim of a scam
that lost him his apartment, he can't leave Robin to fend for himself on the
streets. Despite Dwayne's offer of help and even opening up his home, it's
hard for Robin to trust anything good. The friendship between them grows,
and just as the two men start warming up to each other, Robin's sister passes
away, naming Robin to care for her son. Worse yet, their pasts creep back in
to tear down the family and sense of belonging both of them long for. Will
their fledgling romance dissipate like fog in the sun before it has a chance to
burn bright?

BLOOD TRUTH – J R WARD
BOOK #4 $23.95 *REPACK*
Start with Blood Kiss. As a trainee in the Black Dagger
Brotherhood's program, Boone now fights side by side with
the Brothers. Following his sire's unexpected death, he is taken
off rotation and he finds himself working with Butch O'Neal,
former homicide cop, to catch a serial killer: Someone is
targeting females of the species at a live action role play club.
When the Brotherhood is called in to help, Boone insists on
being a part of the effort-and the last thing he expects is to meet a
mysterious female who changes his life forever. Ever since her sister was
murdered at the club, Helaine has been committed to finding the killer.
When she crosses paths with Boone, she doesn't know whether to trust him
or not. As she herself becomes a target, and someone close to the
Brotherhood is identified as the prime suspect, the two must work to
together to solve the mystery before it's too late.
IN A BADGER WAY – SHELLY LAURENSTON
BOOK #2 $19.95 *REPACK*
Book #1 Hot and Badgered. Stevie is nothing like the usual
women bodyguard Shen Li is interested in. Even more
surprising, the youngest of the lethal, ball-busting MacKilligan
sisters is terrified of bears. But she's not terrified of pandas. She
loves pandas. Which means that whether Shen wants her to or
not, she simply won't stop cuddling him. He isn't some stuffed Giant
Panda! He deserves respect and personal space. Something that little hybrid
is completely ignoring. But Stevie has a way of finding trouble. Like going
undercover to take down a scientist experimenting on other shifters. For
what, Shen doesn't want to know, but they'd better find out. And fast.
Stevie might be the least violent of the honey badger sisters, but she's the
most dangerous to Shen's peace of mind. Because she has absolutely no
idea how much trouble they're in or just how damn adorable she is.

ARCANE HEART – ANGELA KNIGHT
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 Arcane Kiss. When a pair of cops with magical
abilities become the target of a hate group, they must unravel
the plot against them before it costs them their lives -- and
love. Deputy Erica Harris is a witch who can see the magical
auras of those around her, a talent which helps her determine
when someone intends to commit a violent crime. Her
partner, Deputy Jake Nolan, has a psychic link with an African lion that
allows him to manifest the animal’s powers. But it’s tough to serve and
protect when demagogues stoke public fear of you. As the two cops fight to
unravel a politically motivated web of hate and deceit, Erica and Jake are
targeted by a magical assassin hired by the plotters. While dodging murder
attempts, they begin to fall in love. But as Jake’s desire makes his inner lion
more possessive, his self-control erodes. Can they afford to take a chance
on love when so many lives hang in the balance?
WOLF RAIN—NALINI SINGH
BOOK #3 $19.95 *REPACK*
Book #1 Silver Silence, Book #2 Ocean Light. The end of
Silence was supposed to create a better world for future
generations. But trust is broken, and the alliance between
Psy, Changeling, and human is thin. The problems that led
to Silence are back in full force. Because Silence fixed
nothing, just hid the problems. This time, the Psy have to
find a real answer to their problems-if one exists. Or their race will soon go
extinct in a cascade of violence. The answer begins with an empath who
isattuned to monsters-and who is going to charm a wolf into loving her
despite his own demons.
THE BEARS FOREVER MATE – VIVIAN AREND
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 The Bears Chosen Mate, Book #2 The Bears Fated
Mate. Cooper Borealis is fully on board with the concept of
fated mates. Except mating the woman he wants--his
tempting, complicated, human secretary--is not an option. Or
not yet anyway. So he'll use a loophole to keep the vow he
made to his brothers, mating fever be damned. He'll be with
Amber Myawayan at the place and time of his choosing. Amber has spent
the past two years in the north looking for her missing brother--and falling
in love with the big, growly polar bear at the helm of Borealis Gems. More
than once, she's caught him looking at her with hungry shifter eyes. But
getting him to admit it? Ha! Luckily, mating fever is a thing, and she's happy
to get involved as nature forces the issue to the forefront. But when their
mating bond is unexpectedly blocked, Amber and Cooper find themselves
in a race against time. She needs to track down her brother while somehow
proving she's tough enough to be with her favourite bear. And Cooper
plans to protect her at all costs, even if it means secretly stifling his
stubborn shifter side. Somewhere in the wilderness, they'll find the
answer...or lose their chance at forever.

MOLLY HARPER HAS WRITTEN AN ENCHANTING SERIES
HOW TO DATE YOUR DRAGON
LOVE AND OTHER WILD THINGS
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Anthropologist Jillian
Mystic Bayou, a town hidden formed
Ramsay's career has taken a
around the energy rift in the bayou, which
turn south. Concerned that
helps keep the magic in balance. But lately
technology is about to chase
the rift has been destabilizing, threatening to
mythological creatures out
send the town's magical population into
into the open, the League for
chaos. Energy witch Danica Teel has been
Interspecies Cooperation is
sent by the League to figure out what's
sending Jillian to Louisiana
going on, with the help of bear-shifter
on a fact-finding mission. While the League
Mayor Zed. While working on the case, Zed
hopes to hold on to secrecy for a little bit
falls head over paws for Dani. Dani's family is
longer, they're preparing for the worst in terms
counting on her to get the job done, and she has
of human reactions. They need a plan, so they
no time for distractions. But when something
look to Mystic Bayou, a tiny town hidden in the
begins stalking Dani through the bayou, they'll
swamp where humans and supernatural
need to band together to make it out alive.
residents have been living in harmony for
EVEN TREE NYMPHS GET
generations. Mermaids and gator shifters swim
THE BLUES BOOK #2.5 $25.95
in the bayou. Spirit bottles light the front
Ingrid Asher is the newest resident of
porches after twilight.Jillian's first assignment
Mystic Bayou. Ingrid doesn't ask for
for the League could be her last. Mystic Bayou is
much. The tree nymph just wants to
wary of outsiders, and she has difficulty getting
live a quiet life running her ice-cream
locals to talk to her. And she can't get the gruff
shop in peace. Unfortunately, she can't
town sheriff, Bael Boone, off of her back or out
seem to shake her new neighbor, Rob
of her mind. Bael is the finest male specimen
Aspern, head of the League's data science
she's seen in a while, even though he might not
department. But the more she gets to know the
be human. Soon their flirtation is hotter than a
hunky mathematician, the more she finds herself
dragon's breath, which Bael just might turn out
letting her guard down. Can she trust him with
to be.
her secrets, or will her past destroy everything?

FURY UNLEASHED – N J
WALTERS
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK
Maccus Fury, a fallen angel, is
trying hard to keep his sanity.
Seems being an assassin might be
catching up with him. Now,
Heaven, or Hell, has sent a beautiful assassin to
kill him. Lovely. She's pretending to seduce him,
and he's okay with that. She's smart and snarkybut she has no idea what she's walked into. And
he's more than peeved that they only sent one
person. They're going to need an army if they
want him dead. Morrigan Quill is one of Hell's
bounty hunters. She sold her soul to keep her
sister safe, and now she's working off her
contract by catching bad guys and dragging
them back to hell. When Lucifer makes her a
new offer--that's definitely too good to be trueshe can't say no. All she has to do is kill a
powerful and crazy-hot fallen angel, who will
totally kick her ass in battle. Good thing he
won't see what's coming next.
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THE DARKEST KING – GENA SHOWALTER
BOOK #16 $19.99 TRADE P/BACK
Start with The Darkest Night. William of the Dark will die if he
ever falls in love, murdered by the woman who steals his heart.
His lone shot at redemption is a book filled with indecipherable
code. Break the code, break the curse. Now, centuries later, he's
condemned to a string of one-night stands until he finds the
only woman in the worlds able to set him free. A rare creature
of myth and power. One of the last living unicorn shifters, Sunday "Sunny"
Lane works from the shadows as a cryptanalyst, on the run from assassins
and poachers. Then the darkly seductive William abducts her, holding her
captive in Hell. The closer they get, the more she hungers for his touch and
the stronger a mystical desire to kill him becomes. Both forever doomed?
At war with his brother, Lucifer, and determined to become a king of the
underworld at long last, William must resist the irreverent beauty who
threatens his future. But every day Sunny tempts him more, his hunger for
her unmatched. Will he risk his heart or will the curse ensure his end?
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Dianne Duvall continues her series
JEWELED FIRE – SHARON
BLADE OF DARKNESS
SHINN
BOOK #7 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/
Start with Darkness Dawns. Dana
BACK *REPACK*
Pembroke has always been able to
Book #1 Troubled Waters, Book
glimpse the future of those she
#2 Royal Airs. As one of the
touches. But she never saw Aidan
four princesses of Welce, Corene
coming. When the Celt with world-weary eyes
always thought she might one
walks through her door, the future she sees for
day become queen. Only circumstances
him is one full of danger, deception and
changed, leaving fiery Corene with nothing to
passion. Amidst the battles that unfold in her
show for a life spent playing the game of court
visions, she also sees herself in Aidan's bed.
intrigue--until a chance arises to become the
Dana knows she should keep her distance, but
ruler of a nearby country. After stowing away
the tender moments and laughter they share
on a ship bound for Malinqua with her loyal
entice her even as she finds herself thrust into a
bodyguard, Foley, Corene must try to win the
world of vampires, immortals, and other
throne by making a play to marry one of the
beings. Immortal Guardian Aidan O'Byrne has
empress's three nephews. But Corene is not the
been hunting and slaying psychotic vampires
only foreign princess in search of a crown.
for nearly three thousand years, so visions of
Unaccustomed to being anyone's friend,
bloody battles don't trouble him. The battles
Corene is surprised to find companionship
Dana foresees, however, show Aidan's brethren
among her fellow competitors. But behind
turning against him, so he can't help but feel
Malinqua's beautiful facade lie many secrets.
alarmed. While he spends as much time as he
The visiting princesses are more hostages than
can with Dana, struggling to decipher her dire
guests. And as the deadly nature of the court is
predictions, Aidan finds himself utterly smitten.
revealed, Corene must rely on both her new
When vampires begin targeting Dana and a
allies and Foley's unwavering protection--for
powerful enemy spawns chaos, will fate grant
the game she has entered is far more perilous
them time to find happiness together?
than she ever imagined.
AWAKEN THE DARKNESS
BOOK #8 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
Coming next month…
He awakens encapsulated in dirt with THE SINNER – J R WARD BOOK #20 H/C T/P
no knowledge of how he came to be
CRUSH THE KING—JENNIFER ESTEP BK #3 T/P
IMAGINARY NUMBERS – SEANAN
there. Riddled with injuries, he can
THE IMMORTAL CONQUISITOR – CARRIE
MCGUIRE
remember neither his past nor who he
VAUGHAN T/P
BOOK #9 $19.95
is. Nor can he remember what he is.
VOICES OF THE FALL – JOHN RINGO BK #7
Start with Discount Armageddon. Adopted
All he knows with certainty is that the
*REPACK*
into the Price family at a young age, Sarah
soothing voice and presence of the woman
BEARS BEHAVING BADLY – MARY JANICE
Zellaby has never been able to escape the
moving around above enables him to endure
DAVIDSON BK #1
reality of her origins: she's a cuckoo, a
his wounds. When Susan first sees the old two- NIGHT OF THE DRAGON – JULIE KAGAWA
telepathic ambush predator. Friend, cousin,
story house for sale, such warmth and longing
BK #3 T/P
mathematician; it's never been enough to dispel
fill her that she makes an offer. It will take years LEGEND OF THE WHITE WOLF – TERRY
the fear that one day, nature will win out over
of hard work and money she frankly doesn't
SPEAR BK #3 *R/I*
nurture, and everything will change. After
have to fix up the place. So she can't explain
BADGER TO THE BONE – SHELLY
spending the last several years recuperating in
why she bought it. She also can't explain what
LAURENSTON BK #3 T/P
Ohio with her adoptive parents, Sarah is ready
compels her to dig in the basement until she
FANTASTIC HOPE – HAMILTON/BRIGGS/
to return to the world-and most importantly, to
unearths a man. A man who still lives and
ET AL T/P
her cousin Artie, with whom she has been head
breathes despite having been buried alive.
WILD WOLF MATE—DIANNA LOVE
-over-heels in love since childhood. But there
Susan knows she should keep her distance. He
BK #5 T/P
are cuckoos everywhere, and when the question
has no memory and possesses gifts that would
A QUICK BITE—LYNSAY SANDS BK #1 *RI*
of her own survival is weighed against the
make most fear him. But as the two work
CHOSEN ONES—VERONICA ROTH BK #1 T/P
survival of her family, Sarah's choices all add up
together to unravel the mystery of his past, she
THE BOOK OF KOLI—MR CAREY T/P
to one inescapable conclusion. Cuckoo vs.
finds herself drawn in. So much so that she
KING OF SCARS—LEIGH BARDUGO BK #1 T/P
Price, human vs. cryptid...and not all of them
loses her heart to him even as they find
MARK OF EON—ANNA HACKETT BK #5 TP
are going to walk away.
themselves hunted by unknown enemies who
are ruthless in their quest to capture them.
STRANGE LOVE – ANN AGUIRRE
MICHELLE M PILLOW’S ALIEN MAIL ORDER BRIDE SERIES IS HOT!
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
SPARK
Zylar of Kith B'alak is a four-time loser in the annual
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Choosing. If he fails to find a nest guardian this time, he'll
Mining ash on a remote planet where temperatures reach hellish
lose his chance to have a mate for all time. Desperation
degrees doesn't leave Kal (aka Spark) much room for dating. Lucky
drives him to try a matching service but due to a freak
for this hard-working man, a new corporation Galaxy Alien Mail
solar flare and a severely malfunctioning ship AI, things go
Order Brides is ready to help him find the girl of his dreams. Does
way off course. This 'human being' is not the Tiralan match
it really matter that he lied on his application and really isn't looking
he was looking for. Beryl Bowman's mother always said
for long term, but rather some fast action?
she'd never get married. She should have added a rider about the husband
FLAME
being human. Who would have ever thought that working at the Sunshine
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Angel daycare center would offer such interstellar prestige? She doesn't
Vin (aka Flame) can't believe he's in yet another holding cell.
know what the hell's going on, but a new life awaits on Barath Colony,
Stupid Earthlings wouldn't know fun if it bit them in the hind
where she can have any alien bachelor she wants. They agree to join the
quarters. Speaking of fun, the hot little number who claims she's a
Choosing together, but love is about to get seriously strange.
guard at the jail has been making his body respond in ways he's
MARTIANS ABROAD – CARRIE VAUGHN
very happy about. If only she'd get on board with the plan and help
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK
him escape back to his ship. First she'd have to believe he's an
Polly Newton has one single-minded dream, to be a starship
alien. Right now she's taken to thinking he's crazy.
pilot and travel the galaxy. Her mother, the Director of the
BLAZE
Mars Colony, derails Polly's plans when she sends Polly and
BOOK #3 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
her genius twin brother, Charles, to Galileo Academy on
Sev (aka Blaze) isn't looking for commitment, but there is no way
Earth. Strange, unexplained, dangerous coincidences centered
in hell he's letting his brother go to Earth to search for a woman by
on their high-profile classmates begin piling up. There's more
himself. He's prepared to yank the idiot out of every jailhouse and
going on than would appear, and the stakes are high. Polly is
ice cream parlor (don't ask) if he has to. It wouldn't be the first
determined to find the truth, no matter the cost.
time. He can handle a good fight. But what this alpha isn't
prepared for was the hardheaded beauty determined to follow him home.
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WICKED GAMES – M J SCOTT
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK
My mother was a wicked witch. Since
her death, with no power of my own,
I've stayed far away from magic. In a
San Francisco struggling to recover
from rising seas and earthquakes, and where
technology can do things that are close enough
to magic anyway, Maggie Lachlan is a computer
whisperer. The one they call when no one else
can find the bug bringing a system to its knees.
They call her the Techwitch. But she knows
there's nothing magical about what she does. So
when Damon Riley, owner of the world's
biggest virtual reality gaming company comes
calling with a problem that his entire empire of
geeks can't fix, Maggie leaps at the job. Riley
Arts is the kind of place she feels at home. No
magic. Except, perhaps, for the unsettling
chemistry she has with the man in charge. But
she never imagined stepping into one of
Damon's games would reveal her mother lied
about Maggie's magic. Or that technology could
break a spell she never knew she was under.
Now she has a demon hunting her and a whole
world she knows nothing about to navigate. To
save herself and the world she needs to learn
fast. Because, when it comes to magic, too
many games are wicked. And if you lose, the
price can be very, very high.

□ STARTING OVER AT BLUEBERRY CREEK – ANNIE RAINS
BK #4 $19.95 Start with Christmas on Mistletoe Lane. Includes the bonus
novella "Sealed With a Kiss" by Melinda Curtis!
□ THE CALHOUNS – NORA ROBERTS $23.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG
1991) For the Love of Lilah, Suzanna's Surrender
□ PHOTOS OF YOU – TAMMY ROBINSON $29.95 T/P
□ PIPPA – ANNIE SEATON BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
ROXANNE ST CLAIRE
□ BARK THE HERALDS ANGELS SING BOOK #7 $29.95 T/P
□ OLD DOG NEW TRICKS BOOK #8 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Start with Sit Stay Beg.
□ TEXAS FAMILY RESCUE – THACKER/THAYER $19.95
Wanted: Texas Daddy by Cathy Gillen Thacker. Dylan's Last Dare by Patricia
Thayer
□ THE CLIFF HOUSE – RAEANNE THAYNE $23.95 *REPACK*
□ A HIGHLANDER IN A PICK UP – LAURA TRENTHAM BK #2
$19.95 □ Book #1 A Highlander Walks into a Bar.
KYLIE SCOTT SIGNING
STAGE DIVE
□ LICK BOOK #1 $29.95 T/P
□ PLAY BOOK #2 $29.95 T/P
□ LEAD BOOK #3 $29.95 T/P
□ DEEP BOOK #4 $29.95 T/P
□ STRONG BK #4.5 (1) $29.95 T/P
□ CLOSER BK #4.5 (2) $29.95 T/P
DIVE BAR
□ DIRTY BOOK #1 $29.95 T/P
□ TWIST BOOK #1 $29.95 T/P
□ CHASER BOOK #1 $29.95 T/P

FLESH
□ FLESH BOOK #1 $35.00 T/P
□ SKIN BOOK #2 $35.00 T/P
STAND ALONES
□ TRUST T/P $35.00 T/P
□ LIES $35.00 T/P
□ REPEAT $35.00 T/P
□ IT SEEMED LIKE A GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME $35.00 T/P
□ THE RICH BOY $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ AUSTRALIA—SCOTT/WARREN/REID/PHILLIPS/YARROS/
STOKER/BLISS/SNOW/MCGEE/REID/ETAL $50.00 T/P

y
r

□ SUSANNAS DREAM – MARTA PERRY BOOK #2 $19.95
*REPACK* □ Book #1 Lydias Hope.

a

□ HOT ALASKA NIGHTS – LUCY MONROE BOOK #2 $29.95 T/P
Book #1 Wild Heat.

Preorders…
□ UNLEASHED – DIANA PALMER *REPACK* DUE 21/4
□ SUNRISE ON HALFMOON BAY—ROBYN CARR T/P DUE 21/4
□ SISTERS OF SUMMERS END—LORI FORSTE REPACK DUE 21/4
□ ASKING FOR TROUBLE – AMY ANDREWS BK #3 DUE 28/4
□ HEAD OVER PAWS—DEBBIE BURNS BK #5 DUE 28/4
□ DEEP HARBOR—FERN MICHAELS *REPACK* DUE 28/4
□ BUTTERFLY BAYOU – LEXI BLAKE BK #1 DUE 5/5
□ A SECRET FOR A SECRET—HELENA HUNTING BK #3 T/P
DUE 12/5
□ FIRST KISS WITH A COWBOY—SARA RICHARDSON BK #1 DUE
19/5
□ CHASING TROUBLE IN TEXAS—DELORES FOSSEN BK #2
DUE 19/5
□ NOAH—MEOLDY ANNE BK #2 T/P DUE 19/5
□ BREAKFAST AT THE HONEY CREEK CAFÉ – JODI THOMAS T/
P DUE 26/5
□ DREAM MAKER – KRISTEN ASHLEY BK #1 DUE 26/5
□ THE BEST MAN PLAN – JACI BURTON BK #1 DUE 26/5
□ THE COWBOY MEETS HIS MATCH—JESSICA CLARE BK #4
DUE 2/6
□ DANCE AWAY WITH ME – SUSAN ELIZABETH PHILLIPS H/C
DUE 9/6
□ COWBOY STRONG – CAROLYN BROWN BK #6 DUE 30/6
□ NOTORIOUS – DIANA PALMER H/C DUE 30/6
□ PUPPY KISSES—LUCY GILMORE BK #3 DUE 30/6
□ WILD COWBOY NIGHTS—KATEE ROBERT DUE 30/6
□ ROUGH CREEK—KAKI WARNER BK #1 DUE 7/7
□ LOOKING FOR A COWBOY – DONNA GRANT BK #5 DUE 27/9

r

□ HOME SWEET HOME –MICHAELS/KAUFFMAN/STORM
$19.95
“Threes A Crowd” by Fern Michaels “New Beginning In Blue Hollow Falls”
by Donna Kauffman “Bring Me Home” by Melissa Storm

o

□ COLORADO SECRETS – MICHAELS/THAYER $19.95
Her Secret, His Baby by Tanya Michaels A Colorado Family by Patricia
Thayer

p

□ TUCKER MCBRIDE OF TEXAS – EMILY MARCH BOOK #17
$19.95 Start with Angels Rest.

Coming next month…
□ THE VIEW FROM ALAMEDA ISLAND—ROBYN CARR *REPACK*
□ COWBOY FIREFIGHTER HEAT – KIM REDFORD BK #6
□ DEAR ENEMY – KRISTEN CALLIHAN T/P
□ A MATER OF TRUST – RACHEL JOHNS/CHRISTY JEFFRIES
*REISSUE*
□ THE HAPPILY EVER AFTER PLAYLIST—AMY JIMINEZ
□ COWBOY COME HOME—CARLY BLOOM BK #2
□ MY ONE TRUE COWBOY—SOROYA LANE BK #2
□ MY GIVE A DAMNS BUSTED—CAROLYN BROWN BK #3
*REISSUE*
□ YOURS IN SCANDAL—LAUREN LAYNE BK #1 T/P
□ JACE – SASHA SUMMERS BK #1
□ ONE PERFECT SUMMER—BRENDA NOVAK T/P
□ COWBOY FOR HIRE– VICTORIA JAMES BK #2
□ HOME WITH YOU—LIZA KENDALL BK #2
□ TWO GOOD DOGS—DEBBIE WILSON *REPACK*

M

DEBBIE MACOMBER
□ LONGING FOR YESTERDAY $23.95 *REISSUE*
Reflections of Yesterday (Orig 1985) Yesterday's Hero (Orig 1986)
□ WINDOW ON THE BAY $19.95 *REPACK*

□ GREAT AND PRECIOUS THINGS – REBECCA YARROS $29.95 T/ P

e

□ THE BILLIONAIRE IN BOOTS – JULIA LONDON BOOK
#3 $19.95 □ Book #1 The Charmer in Chaps, □ Book #2 Devil in the
Saddle.

□ FINALLY A BRIDE – SHERRYL WOODS $19.95 *REISSUE*
(ORIG 1995) His Love Match by Shirley Hailstock.
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□ FROM ALASKA WITH LOVE – ALLY JAMES $19.95
AKA Sydney Landon

□ THE DOG WHO DANCED – SUSAN WILSON $19.95

n

□ HIS UNEXPECTED AMISH TWINS – RACHEL J GOOD
BOOK #1 $19.95

□ THE MOONGLOW SISTERS – LORI WILDE $35.00 T/P

o

□ TANGLED UP IN TEXAS – DELORES FOSSEN BOOK #1 $19.95

□ THE OYSTERVILLE SEWING CIRCLE – SUSAN WIGGS $23.95
*REPACK*
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□ THE TWO DATE RULE – TAWNA FENSKE $19.95

e

□ A COWBOY FOR ALL SEASONS – CREWS/YATES/HELM/
ASHENDEN $23.95

M

□ NEVADA COWBOYS HONOR – BAGWELL/MCDAVID $19.95
Her Rugged Rancher by Stella Bagwell. The Rancher's Homecoming by Cathy
McDavid.

□ DEFENDING ZARA – SUSAN STOKER BOOK #6 $29.95 T/P
Start with Defending Allye.

□ DEATH WITH A DARK RED ROSE – JULIA BUCKLEY
BOOK #5 $19.95 Start with A Dark and Stormy Murder.

□ HELL ON WHEELS – JULIE ANN WALKER BOOK #1 $19.95
*REISSUE* (ORIG 07/12) Includes Katie Ruggle's “On His Watch”, a
never before printed Search and Rescue novella.

STORM WATCH
□ BLACK ICE – REGAN BLACK BOOK #4 $29.95 T/P
□ SNOW BRIDES – PEGGY WENN BOOK #5 $29.95 T/P
□ SNOW BLIND – CINDY GERARD BOOK #6 $29.95 T/P

□ ALL IS NOT FORGOTTEN – WENDY WALKER $19.95 T/P
□ SEVERED – KATE WATTERSON BOOK #6 $23.95
Start with Frozen.

□ A SEAL ALWAYS WINS – HOLLY CASTILLO BOOK #2 $19.95
Book #1 A Seal Never Quits.
□ AL DANTES INFERNO – STEPHANIE COLE BOOK #1 $19.95

□ BEFORE HE VANISHED – DEBRA WEBB BOOK #6 $19.95
Start with In Self Defense

□ UNFORGIVEN – JAY CROWNOVER BOOK #2 $19.95
Book #1 Justified.

□ IN SEARCH OF TRUTH – SHARON WRAY BOOK #3 $25.95
Book #1 Every Deep Desire, Book #2 One Dark Wish.

□ CROSS HER HEART – MELINDA LEIGH BOOK #1
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK
MCKENNA/JOHNSTON *REISSUE*
□ SHADOWS FROM THE PAST BOOK #1/FARON BOOK
#3 $19.95
□ DEADLY IDENTITY BOOK #2/CALLEN BOOK #7 $19.95
□ DEADLY SILENCE BOOK#3/FALCON BOOK #6 $19.95
□ THE LAST COWBOY BOOK #4/GARTH BOOK #4 $19.95

e

□ EVERY BIT A ROGUE – ADRIENNE BASSO BOOK #1 $19.95
□ ENGAGED TO THE EARL – LISA BERNE BOOK #4 $19.95
□ Start with You May Kiss the Bride.

s

Preorders…
□ DEEP IN THE ALASKAN WOODS – Karen Harper BK #1 DUE 28/4
□ THE DECEPTION—KAT MARTIN BK #2 *REPACK* DUE 28/4
□ AMBUSH BEFORE SUNRISE—BJ DANIELS BK #3 DUE 19/5
□ UNTIL THE END – JUNO RUSHDAN BK #3 DUE 26/5
□ BROKEN – REBECCA ZANETTI BK #3 DUE 26/5
□ HER DEADLY SECRET—LAURA GRIFFIN *REPACK* DUE 26/5
□ HIDEAWAY – NORA ROBERTS H/C & T/P DUE 26/5
□ FATAL DECEPTION – APRIL HUNT BK #3 DUE 30/6
□ A FORGOTTEN MURDER – Jude Deveraux BK #3 *REPACK* DUE 30/6
□ DEADLOCK – CATHERINE COULTER BOOK #24 H/C DUE 28/7

n

□ DEAD IN A WEEK – ANDREA KANE BOOK #1 $35.00
TRADE P/BACK *SPIN OFF*

e

MEG GARDINER
□ THE UNUB BOOK #1 $23.95 *REPACK*
□ INTO THE BLACK NOWHERE BOOK #2 $23.95
*REPACK*

P

□ THE BIG KAHUNA – EVANOVICH/GOLDBURN BOOK
#6 $23.95 *REPACK* Start with The Heist.

s

□ GUILTY – LAURA ELLIOTT $19.95

Coming next month…
□ HEARTBREAKER – BJ DANIELS BOOK #2
□ WIND RIVER UNDERCOVER – LINDSAY MCKENNA BOOK #9
□ TOUGH TALKING COWBOY – JENNIFER RYAN BOOK #3
□ THE LAST SECOND – COULTER/ELLISON BOOK #6 *REPACK*
□ HIDDEN SALEM – KAY HOOPER BOOK #19 H/C
□ CUT AND RUN—ALLISON BRENNAN BK #16 *REPACK*
□ THE DARKNESS WE HIDE—DEBRA WEBB BK #
□ A BAD DAY FOR SUNSHINE—DARYNDA JONES BK #1 T/P & H/C
□ AFTER SUNDOWN—LINDA HOWARD/LINDA JONES T/P & H/C

s

□ DRESSED UP 4 MURDER – JC EATON BOOK #6 $19.95
Start with Booked 4 Murder.

□ THE BACHELOR – SABRINA JEFFRIES BOOK #2 $19.95
□ Book #1 Project Duchess.
□ CHASING CASSANDRA – LISA KLEYPAS BOOK #6 $19.95
□ Start with Cold Hearted Rake.

□ FOR THE SAKE OF THE SCOTTISH RAKE – ANNA BRADLEY
BOOK #3 $29.95 T/P □ Book #1 The Wayward Bride, □ Book #2 To Wed a □ WILD WILD RAKE – JANNA MACGREGOR BOOK #6 $19.95
□ Start with The Bad Luck Bride.
Wild Scot.

□ THE HIGHLANDERS PROMISE – HEATHER GROTHAUS
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 The Lairds Vow.
ANNA HARRINGTON
□ AN INCONVENIENT DUKE BOOK #1 $19.95
□ HOW THE EARL ENTICES BOOK #4 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ WHAT A LORD WANTS BOOK #5 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ AFTER THE SPY SEDUCES BOOK #6 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ Start with If the Duke Demands.

Preorders…
□ THE INEVITABLE FALL OF CHRISTOPHER CYNSTER—
STEPHANIE LAURENS BK #4 T/P DUE 17/3
□ FIRST COMES SCANDAL—JULIA QUINN BK #4 DUE 21/4
□ A Duke By Any Other Name—Grace Burrowes BK #4 DUE 28/4
□ CLOSE UP—Amanda Quick BK #4 H/C & T/P DUE 5/5
□ MARRY IN SCARLET – ANNE GRACIE BOOK #4 DUE 26/5
□ DARING AND THE DUKE—SARAH MACLEAN BK #3 DUE 30/6
□ MY HIGHLAND ROGUE—KAREN RANNEY BK #1 DUE 28/7

y

□ WYOMING LAWMAN/WINNING THE WIDOWS HEART –
BYLIN/SHACKELFORD $19.95

Coming next month…
□ IN BED WITH THE EARL – CHRISTI CALDWELL BK#1 T/P
□ THE HIGHLAND ROGUE—AMY JARECKI BK #7
□ HIGHLAND SWORD—MAY MCGOLDRICK BK #3
□ THE MOST ELLIGIBLE LORD IN LONDON—Ella Quinn BK #1
□ LORD HOLT TAKES A BRIDE—VIVIENNE LORRET BK #1

c

□ SECOND CHANCE FAMILY/MARRYING THE PREACHERS
DAUGHTER – GRIGGS/ST JOHN $19.95

□ WYOMING LAWMAN/WINNING THE WIDOWS –
SHACKELFORD/BYLIN $19.95

n

□ HOW THE LADY WAS WON – SHANA GALEN BOOK #7 $35.00
TRADE P/BACK □ Start with Third Sons A Charm

□ THE LAWMAN CLAIMS HIS BRIDE – RYAN/PALMER $19.95

E

□ MEET A ROGUE AT MIDNIGHT – GINA CONKLE BOOK #4
$25.95 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with Meet the Earl at Midnight.

□ TIGHTROPE – AMANDA QUICK BOOK #3 $19.95 *REPACK*
□ Book #1 The Girl Who Knew Too Much, □ Book #2 The Other Lady
Vanishes.

g

□ PRAIRIE COURTSHIP/ROCKY MOUNTAIN MATCH – CLARK/
NISSEN $19.95

□ HIS SECRET MISTRESS – CATHY MAXWELL BOOK #1 $19.95

e

□ A DUKE IS NEVER ENOUGH – DARCY BURKE BOOK #2 $35.00
TRADE P/BACK Book #1 Never Have I Ever With a Duke
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□ DEAD SILENCE – WENDY CORSI STAUB BOOK #2 $19.95
Book #1 Little Girl Lost.
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□ THE BREAKDOWN – BA PARIS $19.95 TRADE P/BACK
□ CALLING ON QUINN – BLUE SAFFIRE BOOK #1 $19.95
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□ TEN DAYS GONE – BEVERLY LONG BOOK #1 $19.95
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ML BUCHMANN
□ WILD JUSTICE BOOK #3 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
□ MIDNIGHT TRUST BOOK #4 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
Book #1 Target Engaged, Book #2 Heart Strike.

n

□ THE SUSPECT – FIONA BARTON $29.95 TRADE P/BACK

s

□ RACING THE WHIRLWIND – JANUARY BAIN BOOK #2 $35.00
TRADE P/BACK Book #1 Racing the Tide.

□ THE BEARS FOREVER MATE – VIVIAN AREND BK #3 $35.00
T/P □ Book #1 The Bears Chosen Mate, □ Book #2 The Bears Fated
Mate.

□ IMAGINARY NUMBERS – SEANNA MCGUIRE BK #9
$19.95 □ Start with Discount Armageddon
MICHELLE M PILLOW
□ SPARK BK #1 $29.95 T/P
□ FLAME BK #2 $29.95 T/P
□ BLAZE BK #3 $29.95 T/P
□ WICKED GAMES – M J SCOTT $35.00 T/P
□ JEWELED FIRE – SHARON SHINN BK #3 $35.00 T/P
□ Book #1 Troubled Waters, □ Book #2 Royal Airs.
□ THE DARKEST KING – GENA SHOWALTER BK #16
$19.99 T/P □ Start with The Darkest Night.
□ WOLF RAIN—NALINI SINGH BK #3 $19.95 *REPACK*
□ Book #1 Silver Silence, □ Book #2 Ocean Light.
BIANCA D’ARC
□ WARRIORS HEART BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
*REPUBLISH*
□ FUTURE PAST BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK

□ CAVAS—LAURANN DOHNER BOOK #5 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK
□ Start with Cathian.
EVE LANGLAIS
□ TOXIC DUST BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ HALFWAY THERE BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ HANDLING THE RANCHER – SARA OHLIN BOOK #1 $35.00
TRADE P/BACK
Coming next month...
□ PANDA AND THE KITTY – EVE LANGLAIS BOOK #8 T/P
□ WASTELAND TREASURE – EVE LANGLAIS BK #2 T/P
□ SAVAGE RETRIBUTION— LEXXIE COUPER BK #1 T/P
□ FORGING BLADE—KHLOE WREN BK #11 T/P
Preorders…
□ WHEN A TIGON WEDS—EVE LANGLAIS BK #8 T/P DUE 25/4
□ TWISTED METAL HEART—EVE LANGLAIS BK #3 T/P DUE 18/6

□ DRAWING THE DEVIL—JON KEYS
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ FIRE AND FOG—ANDREW GREY
BOOK #6 $24.95 *REPACK* □ Start with Fire and Water.
□ BECOMING US – BECCA SEYMOUR
BOOK #3 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK
□ Book #1 Let Me Show You, □ Book #2 I’ve Got You.

l

□ IN A BADGER WAY – SHELLY LAURENSTON BK #2
$19.95 *REPACK* □ Book #1 Hot and Badgered.

a

□ ARCANE HEART – ANGELA KNIGHT BK #2
$35.00 T/P □ Book #1 Arcane Kiss.

Preorders…
□ STARBREAKER – AMANDA BOUCHET BK #2 DUE 28/4
□ CALL IT MAGIC – JANET CHAPMAN BK #7 DUE 5/5
□ SHADOW FLIGHT – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #5 DUE 5/5
□ SEEING DARKNESS—HEATHER GRAHAM BK #30 DUE 19/5
□ CHAOS REIGNING – JESSIE MIHALIK BK #3 T/P 19/5
□ THE FIERY CROWN – JEFFE KENNEDY BK #2 DUE 26/5
□ WOLF UNDER FIRE – PAIGE TYLER BK #1 DUE 26/5
□ NIGHT OF THE BILLIONAIRE WOLF – TERRY SPEAR BK #28 DUE 26/5
□ ARCTIC BITE – NJ WALTERS BK #2 T/P DUE 18/5
□ KINGDOM OF SHADOW AND LIGHT – KAREN MARIE MONING
BK #11 H/C DUE 2/6
□ DRAGON UNLEASHED—GRACE DRAVEN BK #2 T/P DUE 9/6
□ ALPHA NIGHT – NALINI SINGH BK #4 H/C & T/P DUE 9/6
□ AMERICAN DEMON – KIM HARRISON BK #16 H/C DUE 16/6
□ DEADLY VOWS—KERI ARTHUR BK #6 DUE 30/6
□ FLAME – DONNA GRANT BK #20 DUE 30/6
□ PRISONER OF NIGHT – JR WARD BK #18 DUE 30/6
□ DESOLATION ROAD – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #4 DUE 30/6
□ NOIR FATALE—HAMILTON/ET AL *REPACK* DUE 30/6
□ A TOUCH OF STONE AND SNOW—MILLA VANE BK #2 DUE 7/7
□ AT THE END OF THE WORLD – Ringo/GANNON BK #9 H/C DUE 7/7
□ PRINCE OF SHADOWS—MAXYM M MARTINEAU BK #2 DUE 28/7
□ SUCKER PUNCH—LAURELL K HAMILTON BK #27 H/C&T/P DUE4/8
□ THE JACKAL—J R WARD BK #1 H/C &T/P *BBD SPIN OFF* DUE 11/8
□ EMERALD BLAZE – ILONA ANDREWS BK #5 DUE 25/8
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MOLLY HARPER
□ HOW TO DATE YOUR DRAGON BK #1 $29.95 T/P
□ LOVE AND OTHER WILD THINGS BK #2 $29.95 T/P
□ EVEN TREE NYMPHS GET THE BLUES BK #2.5 $25.95

r

□ LETHAL GAME – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #16 $47.95 H/C
$32.99 T/P □ Start with Shadow Game.

o

DIANNE DUVALL
□ BLADE OF DARKNESS BK #7 $35.00 T/P
□ AWAKEN THE DARKNESS BK #8 $35.00 T/P
□ Start with Darkness Dawns.

N

DEBORAH COOKE
□ MAEVES BOOK OF BEASTS BK #0.5 $24.95 T/P
□ DRAGONS KISS BK #1 $29.95 T/P

a

Coming next month...
□ THE SINNER – J R WARD BOOK #20 H/C & T/P
□ CRUSH THE KING—JENNIFER ESTEP BK #3 T/P
□ THE IMMORTAL CONQUISITOR – CARRIE VAUGHAN T/P
□ VOICES OF THE FALL – JOHN RINGO BK #7 *REPACK*
□ BEARS BEHAVING BADLY – MARY JANICE DAVIDSON BK #1
□ NIGHT OF THE DRAGON – JULIE KAGAWA BK #3 T/P
□ LEGEND OF THE WHITE WOLF – TERRY SPEAR BK #3 *R/I*
□ BADGER TO THE BONE – SHELLY LAURENSTON BK #3 T/P
□ FANTASTIC HOPE – HAMILTON/BRIGGS/ET AL T/P
□ WILD WOLF MATE—DIANNA LOVE BK #5 T/P
□ A QUICK BITE—LYNSAY SANDS BK #1 *R/I*
□ CHOSEN ONES—VERONICA ROTH BK #1 T/P
□ THE BOOK OF KOLI—MR CAREY T/P
□ KING OF SCARS—LEIGH BARDUGO BK #1 T/P
□ MARK OF EON—ANNA HACKETT BK #5 T/P
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□ SMOKE BITTEN – PATRICIA BRIGGS BK #12 $47.95 H/C
$32.99 T/P □ Start with Moon Called.
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□ BLOOD TRUTH – J R WARD BK #4 $23.95*REPACK*
Start with Blood Kiss.
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□ THE QUEENS BARGAIN – ANNE BISHOP BK #10 $47.95 H/C
□ Start with Daughter of the Blood.
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□ YOU HAD ME AT WOLF – TERRY SPEAR BK #1 $19.95

□ FURY UNLEASHED – N J WALTERS BK #1 $35.00 T/P
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□ HOW TO LOVE YOUR ELF – KERRELYN SPARKS BK #4 $29.95
T/P □ Start with How to Tame a Beast in Seven Days.

□ MARTIANS ABOARD – CARRIE VAUGHN $29.95 T/P

□ IRON MASTER – JENNIFER ASHLEY BK #12 $29.95 T/P
□ Start with Pride Mates
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□ STRANGE LOVE – ANN AGUIRRE BK #1 $29.95 T/P

□ CAPTAIN AND THE SQUIRE – HARKSTEAD/KURZON
BOOK #5 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK
□ Start with Captain and the Cavalry Trooper.
Coming next month…
NEGOTIATING LOVE—MORTICIA KNIGHT BK #5 T/P
SEARCHING FOR SHELTER—MORTICIA KNIGHT BK #6 T/P
Preorders…
□ WERE GEEK SAVES WISCONSIN – Kathy Love BK #1 DUE
21/7
□ LIPS ARE SEALED – CHARLIE COCHET BK #2 *Repack*
DUE 11/8

